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A study on the applicability of ERS-I wind and wave data for wave models is
carried out usino_ the WAM third qeneration_ wave model and SFdLSAT a_u__:......,
scatteroneter and SAR data.
A series of global wave hindcasts is made for the surface stress and surface
wind fields derived by Atlas et al. (1987) by assimilation of scatterometer
data for the full 96-day SEA3AT and also for two wind field analyses for
shorter periods produced by Anderson et al. (1987) (by assimilation with the
higher resolution ECMWF T63 model) and by Woiceshyn et al. (1987) (by sub-
jective analysis methods). It is found that wave models respond very sensi-
tively to inconsistencies in wind field analyses and therefore provide a
valuable data validation tool.
Comparisons between SEASAT SAR image spectra and theoretical SAR spectra
derived from the hindcast wave spectra by Monte Carlo simulations yielded
good overall agreement for 32 cases representing a wide variety of wave
conditions. It is*concluded that SAR wave imaging is sufficiently well under-
stood to apply SAR image spectra with confidence for wave studies if supported
by realistic wave models and theoretical computations of the strongly non-
linear mapping of the wave spectrum into the SAR image spectrum. A new,
closed nonlinear integral expression for this spectral mapping relation is
derived which avoids the inherent statistical errors of Monte Carlo compu-
tations and may prove to be more efficient numerically.
A theoretical framework is developed for the assimilation of arbitrary wave
data in models in which the wind and wave fields are modified simultaneously
in accordance with the constraints imposed by the wave medel. As a first
step, a simplified wave data assimilation exercise is carried out in which
only the wave field is modified.
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Abstract
A study on the applicability of ERS-1 wind and wave data for wave models_s carr:ed out
using the WAM third generation wave model and SEASAT altimeter, scatterometer and SAR
data. A sertesof global wave hindcasts are made using as input driving fields:
(i) the six-hourly averaged surface stress fields derived by Atlas et al (1987) for the full 96-
day SEASAT period 7 July - 10 Oc*.ober 1978 by assimilation _f scatterometer data wath
conventional meteorological data usmg the Goddard Laboratory of Atmospheres 4 _ x 5,
9 level atmospheric model,
(ii) the 1000 mb wind field from the same GLA analysis for August, 1978,
(iii) the I000 mb wind field derived by Anderson et al (1987) for the period Selotember 6 - 17,
1978, using more sophisticated asslm_latiofl techniques and the h_gher resolution T63
(1 875°X 1.187 °, 19 layer) model of the European Centre for Medtum Range Weather
.$
Forecasts, and
(iv) a subjectively analysed scatterometer wind field produced by Wo_ceshyn et al (1987) for
the period September 6 • 20
The four hindcasts are intercompared and verified against altimeter wave height and
wave buoy data In the northern hemisphere the hindcasts agree reasonably well with each other
and with the observations However, strong deviations between the hindcast for the GLA stress
field and the other three hindcasts are found _n the high wind belts in the southern hemisphere
Th_s istentatively attributed to the six-hourly averaging applied in the computahon of the
surface stress fields
It is concluded that wave models provide a very sensJtmvemechan#sm for _dent_ fy,ng
inconsistencies in wmd field analyses The simultaneous ol_erat_on of a wave model m
conjunction with an atmospheric mode_ _na ioint wind and wave data assam_lat_on system
therefore provides a valuable data validation tool
Comparisons are also made between SEASAT SAR _mage spectra and theoretical SAR spectra
derived from the hindcast wavespectra by Monte Carlo simulations Good overall agreement _s
found for 32 cases representmg a w_de variety of wave concht_ons In most cases the _nl_ut wa_e
spectrum iSstrongly distorted in the SAR spectrum by nonhnear motion effects The I_near
treatment of motion effects (in terms of a velocity bunching transfer function) was found to y_eld
unrealistic monotonically increasing wave spectra m all cases (mcluding swell fields) It _s
concluded tl',at SAR wave imaging is sufficiently well understood to apply SAR amage spectra
_,v)
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with confidence for wave studies. However, SAR data can be meaningfully mterpreted only m
conjunction w_th a realistic wave model and detailed computations of the mdpptr_g of Lhe two-
dimensional ocean wave spectrum into the SAR image spectrum.
A new, closed nonlinear integral expression for this spectral mapping relation is derived
which avoids the inherent stabstmcal errors of the Monte Carlo approach. The method may also
prove to be more efficient numerically This is an important consideratmon _nwew of the
extensive computattons required for the analysis of the global SAR spectral data set produced by
the ERS-1 AMI instrument operating in the wind/wave mode
A theoretical framework is develope0 for the s_multaneous ass_mdation of arb,trary wave
data (e.g. vva',_eheights, buoy spectra or SAR image spectra) in numerical weather pred_ctton ano
wave models Bn,:i_wind and wave fields are mod0fied simultaneously _naccordance with the
constraints imposed by the wave model The explicit integrat=on of the adjo,nt wave equation
required an the general formulatton of the problem is avoided by us=ng an approx=mate
(diagonal) Green functton, the elements of which are already computed as part of the wave
model's implicit integrabon scheme
An example of a s_mplified wave data assimilabon scheme _spresented an which only the
wave field ts modified The assimilated wave data are the global SEASAT altimeter wave heights
for August, 1978 A considerable improvement in the wave forecast is aclmeve(_ _n the tropics and
northern hemisphere, where most of the wave energy consists of swell However, the errors are
only partially reduced ,n the pnncipal generattng regions of the higher labtude southern
hemisphere, where the unmodified surface stress field regenerates _ncorrect w_ndseas These
deficiencies would presumably be remedied in a joint wind/wave assimilation scheme
(v)
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1 Introduction
11 Backqround
The present study contract represents a complementary _nvest_gat_on to a
prevtous ESA two-part study on the feasJbdity of developing and _mplemenhng a
comprehensive data assimdatlon system for the near real tvme analys_s of ERS-1 wgnd
and wave data It should therefore be viewed in the context of these study contracts
(ESRIN Contract No 6297/86/HGE-I(SC), Part I, Anderson et al., 1987; Part II, Janssen et
al., 1988). The work carried out in these three studies must also be seen ,n a Oroader
perspective w_thin the framework of a longer term international programme to use
,oRS-1 wind and wave data, together with conventional weather network data and
o_.her in situ data, to compute the g!obat fields of all fluxes at the a_r/sea _nterface or,
a cont_n,dal, operational bas_s, begmmng 199; These activities are coorchnated _n tree
Global As,:.imdation Programme for A=r/Sea Fluxes by the JSC./CCCOWorking Group
onAir/Sea=luxes(cf Apper, d_x) In thefol;ow_ngabnefsummarytsglvenofeart,er
work which has IorovJded the bas_s for the studies carrted cut _n the three ESA
contracts and for the planning of the Global Assimilation Programme for A_r, Sea
Fluxes
12 Need fora data assar,_ilation system
The extensive oceanographic surface data which will be prowded by the sutte of
sensors on ER$-1 open exc_trng new opportumtJes to ti_e oceanographic commun,ty
But the preparation for the effectwe use of these data also poses a severe challenge
This is wel! illustrated by SEASAT The wave h=ndcasts presented tn th_s study and ,n
the compamon study contract (Part I!, P Janssen et a=, 1988) represent the first
appltcatJon of $EASAT data to a global ocean wave hindcast - fully rune years after
the launch of SEASAT! The COmputat=on of the surface stress fields used _n these
hindcasts for the 96-day period during which the SEASAT scatterometer was
operating was only completed, w_th cons=derable effort and perseverance, e_ght
years after launch (Atlas et al., 1987) The analysJs was based on an off-I_ne data
assimilat=on system using the non-operational, relatwely low resolution GL_
(Gocldard Laboratory of Atmospheres) atmos0ner_¢ model _'hese aata oro(ess=ng
problems would have been st_ll more apparent _f SEASAT had flown, as o_anned, for
several years rather than three months Although SEASAT prowded an ,repressive
demonstration of the great sc=enttflc and operat=onal potenttal of ocean satell=tes, ,t
also clearly reveated the problems the scientific community faces in using satetl,te
data if provis=ons are not made for the hmely impl#m_nt_t!On of _9 effectwe
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operational data assimilation system capable of processing all incoming satellite and
conventional data in a single quasp rea!-t_me operation
It should be stressed that the main delays _n the production of the level III final
SEASAT data set were not caused by the processing of the raw data or the provision
of appropriate algorithms, but by the last, most complex element of the data
processing chain: the data ass_mdation system The assimdatton systems used by Atlas
etal (1987) and Andersonetal (1987) can furthermore stdl be wewed only as a first
step Ideally, such a system should combine all the w_nd and wave data prov,ded by
the satellite with all relevant data from other sources to construct sJmultaneously
global fields of the surface wind and sea state. Both ,n the GLA system and _n the
more sophisticated ECMWF (European Centre for Medium Range Weather Forecasts)
data assimilation system, wave information was not used m constructing the wind
tield. Another important feature of an effective assimilation system is that _t should
be implemented in an operational global w,nd and wave forecasting enwronment.
.,Although evidence of def_ciences _n the SEASAT scatterometer data had already been
pointed out earlier (Woiceshyn et al , 1987), the present study, together w_th the
previous ESA assimilation studies, revealed many further sources of error and data
inconsistencies Thes£ can be routinely identified and corrected only by carrying out a
complete data assimilation and data validation cycle w_thin a quasi-operational
setting, using state-of-the-art, high resolution atmospheric circulation and global
wave models.
1 3 Prev_ouswork
The soentific community has long been aware of the potential but a_so the
d_fficutt_es of tmplementing an effectLve ocean satelhte data ass_mdat_on system
Accord,ngly, since the early conception of ERS-1 _t has been preparing a programme
and some of the necessary tools for the development and _mplementat_on of a
comprehensive, quas_ real-t_me, operatfonal data ass_mdat_on system for the satelhte
The first step m this programme was the development of a reahstJc globa! wave
model. While the ERS-1 communtty had access to the world's foremost giobal atmo-
sphenc model and atmosphen( data assJmdatlon system at the ECMWF, a global
wave model of simdar capability did not exast. The only global wave models _n
operation in the early eighties were first or second generatbon mode_s, whose basic
shortcomings have been identified in the Sea Wave Modelling Pro)ect (The SWAMP
Group. 1985) In recognition of these deficencies, the WAM (Wave Modelhng) Group
2
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was formed to develop a thLrd generatJon ocean wave model One of thema,n
motivations of the WAM Group was to a0oty the mod#l later for FRS-1
The development of the WAM model ,nvolved an extensive ser_es of Jnvesh-
garcons. _ncludmg improved computabons of the nonhnear transfer which governs
the evolution of the windsea spectrum (Hasselmann and Hasseimann, 1981. 1985).
the application of the _mproved nonl,near transfer computahons to study the ene,g'_
balance of the wave spectrum and derive _mproved representat,ons of the ,nput and
d_ssipat_on source funct_ons(Komen et al . 1984), and the development of s_mpler
parameterizations of the nonlinear transfer appl,cabie ,n a global wave model
(Hasselmann et al., 1985) This work was partly supported by ESA through Study
Contract NO6875/87/HGE-I (5C) Finally. _t requ,red the translation of these research
results into a ret_able numencal global wave model (Hasse!mann and Masse!mann,
1985 - WAM-Report). The model has been ,mplementcd at the Max-P!anck-Institute
and ECMWF, where,t Jsused ,n a quas_-operattonal mode {Janssen et al , _988) tt has
now been e_tens_vely tested _na se,,es of h,ndcast cases and ,n quas_-operat_onai
Forecasts. A deta,led presentatton of the moclel and ,ts app;,catmon to ten h,ndcast
stud,es _sg_ven Jn WAMDtG (!988) The mode! has meanwhile been d,stnbuted
together w_th a users' manual (Hasselmann, 1987) to more _an twenty groups TTe
cyUe 1 version of the model runson both a CRAY XMP(ECMWI =) and a CYBEI_ 20 _.
(MPI) vector computer (an improved cycle 2 has recently been compieted)
Another tmportant task which has been addressed msthe znterpretat,o_ ar:d aoo.,-
cation of SAR wave smages The ,ncorporatmon of SAR wave data _n the genera _clara
ass6mdatlon system poses a number of problems Whde 5EASAT prov,ded _mor.._ss,ve
ewdence that waves can be ,maged from a spaceborne SAR at 800 km hemght. :he
mterpretat_onofSAR wave _mages has long been a sublectof _ntensedebate inthe
last years a reasonable consens,Js has emerged on the _mag,ng mechamsm as such
(ofSect,on4 I) The pnnopal backscatte._ngmechar.sm _nthe range of ,nodence
angles of the 5AR on ERS-1 _sBragg bac_,scatter_ ng oy short ripples, n tr_e 5 • t0 cm
wave length range The SAR ,s able r.o _mage 'ong ocean waves because t'_e Rragg
backscattenng by the short r_pp!es _smodulated by the ongerwaves Tne
modulation iScaused by three processes: _ydroOynam_c mteract_o_s, c; ar'ges ,n the
local angle of ,nodence Dy tP,e tong wave t_lt var_atlor_s, and _ar_at:o,Ts _n _l_e long
wave orb,talvelocityThe lastprocessg_vesnse toDoppler sn,fts,nme oackscatte.ed
s_gnal which produce azimuthal displacements of (he apparent pos_bons of the
backscattering elements _n the SAR _mage plane (velooty bunching) Whereas the
hydrodynamic and tdt modulabon can be regarded as hnear processes, at least to first
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order, the vetoc_ty bunchl Tg process can become strongly, nonl_near Forst_ep
wmdse_.s tne nonl_neanty can even result,n a complete loss of tF_ewave,rT age
through azimuthal smeanng.
One of the main tasks in p,epanng _or the alophcat_on of ERS-1 SAR _vave data
was therefore to develop nonlinear transformation algorithms relating the SAR
image spectrum to the surface wave spectrum S,gmficantlorogress.nTh,squest_on
has been made by Bruenlng and AIpers (1985) andBruenlngetal (19IJ8) Theaumors
computed the nonlinear mapping from the surface wave spectrum t_j the SAR =mage
spectrum by direct Monte CarlosJmulat=ons Unfortunately. th_smechoddstoocos;.ly
in computer t_me to be routinely applied to all ERS-1 SAR wave data collected _n the
SAR wave mode Hcwever, m the course of the present study a ne_v closed, non_,near
in,egral express0on has been denved describ,ng the mapping of ,he surface wa,.e
spectrum =nto _:heSAR Linage spectrum. It is hoped that comput Jt=ons o,_th_s _ntegra!
transform can be carr'ed out suffloently rapidly to be rout=nel_ apphed for the
ass_m,iation ot ERS-1 SAR =mage spectra The computation also has me advantage of
avo,dmg the s'.Jt=stbcal scatter which ar=ses _nMonte Carlo s=rlulatloP.s However. rt
should be stressed that effective methods for the pnverse _aup,ng from the SAR
spectrum to the wave spectrum ha._e not yet been devetoo,:O Suchtecnmq_es_v,i!
presumably involve some form of _terat,on. which _mpl,es that ,n prac;,ce SAR .mage
spectra car be usefully ass=mitated only if first guess wa_e spectra are a Jatiable From a
wave model
W_th the development and implementation of a r,._l_able third genera'on g:?,ba _
wave model and the clan ficat_on of the relat=on between the ocea_ wave s_ectr.,_m
and the SAR _mage spectrum, _mportant flrs_ steps f_r the _mplementat_on of an
ERS-1 wind and wave data ass_m,lat_on system hay.= now bee'_ completed However.
further malor tasks stdl need to be undertaken
General overviews o_ the cor_plete data ass, _mlat_on oroolem ha,,e been g,_en =n
several position papers prepared by wor_r_g gr.._L_psand Inct_-_(:::l,_ald_scussants .n a
numoer of recent ESA workshops (of. Proc Coni Alpbach and Schl_ersee) A compre-
hensive summary may be found in the Global Data Ass,m_lat,on Programme for
A_r/Sea ¢tuxes (an excerpt _sg,ven ,n the Appen¢l_x) The retat,on of th_S programme
tO the present study contract _$d_scussed _n the nex: Section
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1 4 The Gtobal Data Ass=milatlon Proqramme for A,r/Sea Fluxes (.GDAP)
Th,s programme has been ,mt_ated by the J$OCCCO I_ Work,ng Group on A=r/Sea
Fluxes. =n response to the needs or the W(]CE 2)and TOGA 3)scmentrhc commumty, to
provide cont,nuous, gridded, global fields of all physical fluxes at the a_r/sea ,nterface
(momentum. sens,ble and latent ,hea_. water_ and solar and _nfra-red radJatmon) The
fluxes determine the coupling between the atmosphere and the ocean, the under-
standing of which is an essentmal component o_ the WOCE and TOGA programmes
The goal of theGDAPmstoprov=decont=nuous6hourly. 1_ x l_global fJuxfie!ds.
beginning in the early nineties with the deployment of ER$-1, the first c_ the n_xt
generation ocean satellites In developing the programme, the JSCJCCCOWork,ng
GrOup on A,r/$ea Fluxes has draw • heawly on the contributions of other work,rig
groups, such as the Working Group orl Numerical Experimentation (WGNE) and the
J$CWorking Group on Rad,at=on. which are I_rovid=ng ,mportant contnbut,ons to
speoal aspects of the overall programme
The programme ,Ssub-div,ded ,nto two phases (cf Append,x) a preparatory
phase, from 1988- 1990. and an implementat,on phase, from 1991 onwards Prancrpal
assimilatIon centres are to be established in Europe. at the European Centre for
Medium Range Weather Forecasts and in the U $, at the Nattonal Meteorolog0cal
Center. w,th f,;. ther assim,lation system¢, at other nabonal weather centres
WLthin the two programme phases,fourteen major tasksare _denc=hed itshould
be noted thatthe presentESA studycontractsaddressonly a smai_sub-setofthese
tasks(prolects 4 3.4 10.4 12-cf Appendix) The _mpact of the ESA study contracts on
the overall programme and the inferences wh=ch may be drawn from these
,nvestlgat,ons for the future development of the programme are d,scu_sed bnefty ,n
Sectmon8 (Conclusion,_)
11 Parent boO=esof theWorkLng Groupon A_r.Sea =luxes are theJo, nt 5c,enttfic Committee
(JSC)of the World Climate Research Prorramme and the Comm,ttee on Chmat,c C_anges and
the Ocean (CCCO)
,1) World Ocean Circular=on Exper,ment
3) Tropical Ocean/Global Atmosphere Prolect
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1.S Relation of preser_t study contract to previous ESA data ass_,ndat_on study contracts
The common purposes of the previous ESA st_,dy contract, Part I (Anderson et ai,
1987) and Part II (Janssen et al, 1988), and the present contract were
- to establish the general feasibility of using a combined w_nd and wave data
a%imilat,.on system for the analysis of ERS-1Wlnd and wave data,
- to gather experience in the operation of such systems through experiments w,th
SEASAT data,
- to define more clearly the requirements for the fmplementation, of a w_nd and
wave data assimdation system _n time for the launch of the ERS-1, and
- to investigate the value of applying a w_nd a,_d wave data assimilation system _n
support of measurement campaigns and during the ERS-1 cahbrabon and
validation phase.
Within this general framework, the individual study contracts addressed the
following tasks:
Part__/I- Wind $catterometer Data (Anderson et al., 1987)
- invesbgation o# methods of assimdating wind scatteromete, data together w,th
the FGGE data set using the ECMWF higher resolution forecast model and
operational ass;milation system.
- validation of the SEASAT scatterometer data,
- intercomparison of scatterometer winds with sntp wirds,
- investigation of the impact of scatterometer w_nds on the analysas and forecast,
- mtercompa,°iso_3 of different scatterometer dealiasmg algonthms
6
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Part il - Use of scatterometer ano altimeter 0ata in wave mo0etlJng and ass_m,lat_on
(Janssen et al, 1988)
- application of ECMWF wind hetds produced _nPart I to a globa! wave h_ndcast,
- intercomparison of global wave h_ndcasts produced by wtnd helds From the
ECMWF data assimilation system (Part I) and by w,nd fields obta,nea at JPL by
subiectwe aqalysas of SEASAT scatteremeter data (Wo,ceshyn et al , 1987),
- comparison cf global wave hindcast with wave buoy data and SEASAT altimeter
data,
wave data asslrlilationexpenments usingaltimeterdata
PresentContract-S_R _mage spectraand alt,meterwave heightdata assimilation
system forERS-I
,,Most of the numerical experiments xn Parts I and II of the study contract were
carr:ed out for the 11-day period September 6 - 17, 1978 This !,m_rat_oq was reposed
by the expense of the atmospheric data assimdation exerc,se and the !,re;ted peqod
covered by the subjectively analyzed JPL wind data set. h; con[fast, most of the
investmgations of this study contract were carried out for the full 96-day per,od July 7 o
October 10, 1978, for whJci,_ the SEASAT scatterometer was operating The g!obal
wind and surface stress fielcs for thrs period were k_ndly prowded by the Goddard
Laboratory of Atmospheres. They were produced oy a data assimilation e_erc_se
(Atlas et al., 1987) similar to that earned out by ECMWF, but using the s_gn,ficantiy
coarser resolution GLA model _4° x 5_,9 layers, as compared with 1 875 _ x 1 875 _. 19
layers for the ECMWF model).
The following _nvest_gattons were carried out
- girJbai wave hind_d_i fu, U,e Full 96-day SEASA "r u_r,ud u_-g ii_e G_A _u, fa_
stress field asdriwng held.
- _ntercomparison of ass_m_!ated wind f_elds and altmmeter wind speeds for tn_s
penod,
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- intercomparison of the G_ surface wind and surface stress fields w_th the
ECMWF and JPL fields for _he common period of overlap, September 6 - 17. 1978,
- intercomparison of the global wave hindcasts for the three wind fields for the
same common period,
- intercompari_on of the 96-day global wave hindcast with SEASAT altimeter wave
heights, wave buoys and SEASAT SAR image spectra,
- comparison of theoretical relation between surface wave spectra and SAR wave
image spectra with measured SEASAT wave image spectra,
- development of a new theoretical integral transformation express,on descr_b, ng
the nonlinear maoping from a surface wave spectrum into a SAR _mage spectrum,
- an example of wave data asstmilation for the month of August, 1978,
- development of general methods for the assimilation of wave data in wave
models,
- recommendations for future actions,I
!
- definition of requirements for the future implementation of a general data
assimilation system for ERS-1 wind and wave data
The results of these investigations are presented, in the order listed, in the
following sections.
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2 Global wave hindcast for the 95-day SEASAT period
To test the impact of the simultaneous use of satellite wind and wave data in a wave
model, a global wave hindcast was earned out for the full SEASAT scatterometer period
July 7 - October 10, 1978, using as _nput the global surface stress field of Adas et al (1987)
(the wave model requires surface stresses rather than the surface winds as input). The
stress field was constructed through the assimilation of SEASAT scatterometer wi nd data
and conventional atmospheric data using the GLA atmospheric model The global h_ndcast
wascanied out on the CYBER 205 at the MPI using theWAM third generation model,
which is described _ndetail in WAMDIG (1988) (see also Part II of the prewous ESA study
co,;'_r,_:t, Janssen et al., 1988)
In this section we compare the model hindcast with the SE,-,SAT altimeter wave
heights and wave buoy data A detailed comparison with SAR wave data is given later _n
Section 5, following a presentation of SAR imaging theory in Section 4.
2.1 Comparison with averaqed SEASAT altimeter wave heiqht fields
Figures 2 I - 2 5 show (approximately) monthly averaged fields for the GLA wind
stress, hindcast significant wave height and direction (Custer d_agram), sub-d_ v,ded
into the contributions for the total wave field, windsea and swell, and the SEASA7
altimeter wave heights (provided byJPL) The averagingper_ods(cf Ta01e 1)arethe
_ame as the periods selected by Mognard et al (1983) (except for a data gap of 10
days at the end, in October, due to a faulty tape, other gaps are due to m_ssing
altimeter data).
The separation of the total wave spectrum F([,8; into windsea and swell contribu-
tions in Figs 2 3, 2.4 was based on the criterion
I > Owindsea component
12.28. u.aJslO-O ,) 12 1)- l ) < 0 swell componentc'
where c = phase velocity, 0 = wave propagation dtrection, I_,v = wind d_rectlon
9
I
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July (cf. F_gs2 1 -2 S. Panets a)
1107 1978,00:00 - 17.07.1978,16.00
and
24 07 1978,10:00 - 31.07.1978,00:00
_(cf Figs 2 1 - 2 5, Panels b)
0108 1978,00:00 - 28 08 1978.07 0C
September(of F_gs2.1-2.5,Panelsc)
06 09 1978,00:00 - 07.09.1978,00:00
and
15 09 1978,00:00 - 30 09.1978,00:00
Tahle 1: Averaging penods for SEASAT altimeter wave r_e_ghts
and model hindcast wave heights shown _nF,gs 2 1 - 2 5
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The h_ndcast and altimeter wave heights are seen to agree rather we_l {n tr_e
r_orthern hemJsphere, but the wave heights are s_gn_ficaetty unCerest,mated by the
hmdcast in the h_gh w_nd belts of the winter-time southerq hem,sl3here (40' S - 60 S)
This _sseen more clearly in Fig 26, which shows the rat_os of the h_ndcast to the
altimeter wave heights The causes of these d;screpanc_es wTii be d.,scussea _n more
detail inSectJon3 However, we potnt out here already that _t appears unl_ke!y that
they can be attnbuted to the altimeter wave height measurement o r the wave
model, since both have been well verified under rather high wind condft_ons The
problem therefore presumably lies in the surface stress f_etd The wave he_gnt under-
estimate corresponds to an underestamation of the wind stress by approximately 20 -
30 % This example clearly demonstrates the advantage of operatrng a wave moae_ ,_
c3nlunction with a wind data assimilation system The wave model provides a
_aluable cross validation of two sensor systems, the scatterometer w_nd measurement
and the altimeter wave r,eight, _n th_s case revealing an _ncons_stency o{ the
ass_mtlated stress field ,n a chm_t_caHy important region oF the gJobe _nwhich very
few other _ndependent measurements exist
F_gs 2 2 - 2 4 illustrate an interesting property ot: open ocean surface waves which
ts fam_har to ocean wave researchers but is perhaps less w_de!j known otherw.se.
most of the wave energy mnthe open ocean, even _n the high w, nd belts, _sassoc,ared
wroth swell, the windsea energy being concentrated locally in relatively small reg,ons
of high winds. This_sdue to the fact that swell can propagate for a few weeks over
many thousands of km in the ocean w_thout s_gnmficant dissipation (of Snocigrass et
al , 1966), so that the windsea energy generated in rather short I_ved storm events's
retained for a long time by the ocean as swell
The concentration of the w_ndsea energ V ,n local reg,ons _sless apparent _n the
monthly averaged data_nF_g 2 3than_ntheinstantaneouswavehe,ghtd_str_t_ut_on.
an example of which is shown inF_g 2 7, together w_th the _nstantaneous surface
stress field, for August 19, 1978, 00:00 GTM
The fact, that most of the wave energy _n the oI3en ocean ,s assooated w_th s,,_eiJ
rather than w_nclsea _san advantage for the assimilation of wave clara _na wave
forecast model As.well f.e_d, oncecorrecteuuyameasurementuoda[e, propagates
from then onwards ,n the mode! at _ts correc'.__d va.ue, _,,h_le a wmdsea update
r= _xes back to t_e ong_nat incorrect value unless the w_nd ,_;etd,s also prooerly
corrected at the same brae (see Section 5)
=6
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2.2 Statistical cornpar_son with alumeter wave netqht data
The above comparison of the averaged global fields of wave heights was como!e-
mented by a more detaited stat_st,<al irtercompanson. A linear regression anaiysJs
was earned out between the model hindcast ano altimeter wave ne,ght for a set of
8 periods of I0 to 11 days covering the t_me span of the e_per:ment (of Table 2)
In the standard regression analysis for a set of pa, rsofvar_ables x..>.:, t = I. .V,
the regression coefficient c in the linear relatmn
_' = cx (2 2)
ts determined by min,mizing the average error < v - r.r." > w,th resoect to the
coordinate, where
1 \-
.%" _
'=1
One obta,ns then the regression coefficient
< .I:V :)
c = -- (2 3)
" <x->
(We have left out the optional additive constaot,n (2 2). as we are ,nterested ,n the
mean factor relating the two variables )
One can, of course, equally well interchange x and y, m,n,mizmg the error
<x-y'c; 2 > with respect to the x coordinate. Th,s yields the regress4on coefficient
<v:'> (24)
C --
The two estimates sat;sfy the _nequal_ty
since
,)
c,, ¢'-xv. :>- r2
- - "_ 1
c -_._-> < "v">
34
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where r rebre'sents the correlation coefficient (defined here w,tnout subtraction of
the means, consistent with the su_lar definition of the regression ilne slope (2 2)
w_Lhou t dn add i ti ve constant)
_he regress_or_ coefficient may also be defined symme'.ncally by the relation
v2
- ' < > :' (26)
(. =,cc,_- ={ _- I
<x->
We will adopt this definition ,n the following The asymmetrical regression
coefficients c_. c: may be determined from c and the (s_mliarly symmetrical)
correlat{on coefficient r through the relations
- (27)
(" : (''r
(28)
(" ---- ('/t"
{
FLg 28 SHOWSthe regressaon coeffioents _and correlat4ons r for the 8 per,ods
I,sted in Table 2. subdivided into three regions: the northern hemisphere (2 N to
70' N), the southern hemisphere (70 ° S to 2° S) and the tropics (between 22" N and
22° S) The abscissa axis represents the meat. altimeter wave he,ght ,n the relevant
regwon for each of the averaging periods
The statisticai analysis confirms quant,tat,vety the generai ,mpress_on ga4ne,'J
already from Figs 2.2 - 2 5: the model hindcast 0sreasonably cons,stent w,th the
altimeter wave height data _n the northern hem,sphere, but prod.Jces wave he,ghts
whsch are too low m the southern hemisphere by a factor oF order 0 6 - 0 7. the b,as
_ncreas'.ng w_th '.'-ave he,ght F_g 2 g gi'.es an examp!e of a ty_,cal scatter d_agrar," of
/4, (hmdcast) vs He (altimeter) from which the regress,on and correlat,on coeff,c_ents
were derived One data po,nt represents an average over or, e day
35
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(b)
Regression coefficients (10ariel Ca))and correlations (p,'nel (b)) for regression
analysis hindcast vs. altimeter wave height for the eight averaging periods
listed in Table 2.
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5.0
4.0
41"
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ff'l qpo
2.0
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).0 1.0 2.0 ,3.0 4.0 5,0
ALTIMETER - HS [Ivl]
F0q29 Typical scatter d;agrarn for ,zf, (altimeter) v H, (hindcast) for one of the e,ght
averaging periods hsted in Table 2 (August 1, 1978, 00:00- Augus_ 28. 1978.
00:00),
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1) 78071000 78072000
2) 78072000 78080100
3) 78080100 78081100
4) 78081100 78082100
5) 78082100 78093100
6) 78090100 78091100
7) 78091100 78092100
8) 78092100 78100102
Table 2: Averaging 13eriods used for the regression
anatysls Of altimeter vs model data
(H_and wind speed).
3B
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2 3 Req_onal companson with wave buoys and altimeter data
At six NODC buoy tocat:ons _n the North Pat;fie (4) and _'._orthAdanbc (2)
data of the modelhindcast, the altimeter and the wave buoys Tne data from three
sources were brought into a comparab{e format as foliows:
Model hindcast: The values of each model parameter (friction ve!oc,ty ,L., significant
wave height H_, mean frequency/?mean durection _) was determ_necl from a
weighted average, where the weights correspond to the _nverse d_stance between
the grid point and buoy Iocatuon Close to land boundaries, only three or two gnd
Joints were used.
From the spectral data,/-/._ and the mean frec;_emcy rwere recalculated
,.-,ctud_ng an 1.4 tail in the same manner as _n the WAM model (of W_.MDIG, 1988)
The wind velocity was reduced to 10 m v;_nds if necessary and then converted to u,
values by applying theexpress_onsgwen_nWAMDIG(1988) In order todete,m.nea
suitat)le averag0ng time for the buoy data, which was available every three hours, the
cor,_;:at0on coeffioents were computed for all varnables using the aetna{ buoy va: jes
at model output times for noon and m_dntght, then the values at 3 hours before, at.
and 3 hours after the model output t_mes, 6 hours before, . etc, up to an ave,ag,ng
time of one day. Plots of the correlation coefficients revealed that the optimum
averaging time was around 12 hours, where correlation coefficients typically peat(ed
around 0.(5 - 0 8 del3ending on the vanable Th_s result _sconsistent with the
averagnng incurred by the model, since the energy of a 10 second wave propagating
at ntsgroup vetooty would take about 12 hours to travel a distance of 3 degrees, the
grid resolution m the model.
Altimeter. The altimeter data set co-ideated w,th the buoys was determined by avera-
ging values of I;[_ and ,_. over f_ve va{ues (_ 70 km trac_ 'ength) along tr_e a_tlmete r
track which was closest to the buoy and w,th,n a three nou, t,me w,n(:ow of t_e buoy
measurement Altimeter vwnd speeds were reduced to 10 m winds ano then conver-
ted to _. as gescnDed above E_treme vaiues _n H< were deleted from me data set
Tables 3 and 4 summanze the pnncipal statistics (the b_as is the mean of the
rms differences between model parameters and observat0ons to the mean of the
observations (in %)). In general, the agreement between the model hmdcast and
".,9
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buoy data Jscomparable with the agreement between the altimeter and the buoys
The open ocean statJons m the N Paoflc (e g buoy 46006, cf. FJg 2 12) generally
show better agreement than the stations closp, to shore (e g buoy 41001. F,g 2 I 1),
for wh+ch the 300 km model resolution was presumably insuffic_ent A comparrson o_
the mct_on velocity and wav_ _v_,_ji,_.b,_,_e_er+e_,_, ,_ 2 t ! and 2 _2 _uggc;.t _.that
muc_ of the discrepancy be[ween the different tnstruments can oe attributed to
total, retat+vety short.hved wind events which nn the one hand, are not ade(]uatety
resolved by the alt+meter and mode{ and which, on the other hand. are not
representatively sampted by a point measurement+ Although the general cons_s(ency
of the intercomparison gwes support to all three measurement systems, the scatter _s
nevertheless greater than _stypically found in model-measurement _ntercompansons
involving e_ther larger averaging areas (of Section 3, for example) or point
measurements accompanied by a higher resolution cteterm_ nat+on of the
su,rounding wind field (of. hurricane and North Sea hindcast stud+es discussed _n
WAMD*G, 1988)
From the vnewlooint Of an optimal measurement strategy for the vai_dahon and
calibration of ERS-1 dunng the imtial commsss;onary phase, as 'well as the _ong term
mon_tonn£, of the satellite sensor system, we therefore recommend g,v:ng h,gher
pr,ority tO (i) global verification methods, based on coml3_ned scaTterome'.er
altimeter, and SAR wave mode data, asoutl_ned _nSectbor, s 2 1.2 2, 3 and 5. ana
(ii) measurement campaigns, in which in situ measurement s'abons are Oel3toyeO ,n
arrays, rather than as single stations. However, where available, long term s,ngle
star+on buoy measurements can nevertheless usefully augment these othe,
approaches.
ii
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BUOY 4-1001 (35 O0 N, 288 OOl
ALTIMETER o
MODEL x
BUOY -
FRICTION VELOCITY DIRECTION
:,o_ ., ...A _ .A^,IV..J " /" " " _<
180 _ ,
;. ..:,_vbA'.l: vf J:lIv" & f_! ,
20 30 10 20 30 10 20 30
FRICTION VELOCITY (U/S)1.0 -
o_ / _ _ o • a,,".
0 0 :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ............................. ; .... _F''' ' 'I':;;;;;;' I''''''''''I' ........ I '''' r _ , T ,,
20 ._0 iO 20 30 10 20 30
SIGNIFICANT WAVE HEIGHT (M)
75!-5 0,
o o
2 5-- " . A __ _ __,'."
20 30 10 20 10 10 _'0 30
O. 3 UEAN WAVE FREQUENCY (1/SEC)
0.2!
0.1
20 30 I0 20 ,30 iO 20 3,0
JULY 1978 AUGUST 1978 SEPTEMBER 1978
T_meser_e$wind and wave data from wave hindcast alt,meter and wave buoy
at. Io(ation of buoy 41001 ,n N Atlantic (of Fig 2 10)
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BUOY 46006 (41 O0 N, 222 O0 E)
ALTIMETER o
MODEL x
BUOY -
FRICTION VELOCITY DIRECTION
360-- . " ",._
. ""
20 30 10 _'0 30 _O 20 30
FR!CTION'VELOCITY(u/s)1.0--
m
_..%_..:
O. O- ;,_;; ;;,;;-;_;;;;,;i;;; ...... i ......... _ .......... _ ......... , .... : .... _';;;'-'-_
20 30 i0 20 30 ;0 20 30
SIGNIFICANT WAVF HErGHT (_.)7 5--
2, 5 -- _,, - " .,,_ _8 eL _
•
20 30 tO 20 30 _0 20 30
UEAN WAVE FREQUENCY (1/SEC)0.3--
0.2
O.I v %,/v- v_- _'_ v-L._// _ W
20 30 _O 20 3,0 _O 20
JULY 1976 AUGUST 1978 SEPTEMBER 197@
T,me $er,e$wind and wave data from wave hindcast, altimeter and wave
buoy at Io(at,on of buoy 46006 in N. Paofic (of. Fig 2. I0).
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3 _tercompanson of wind fle_ds and wave hlndcasrs
3 1 Jntercomgar_son o_ GLA surface w,nd and stress fie!ds wJth _=CMW_:an_ JPL s_.'fa(e
wind fields
TOdetermine the possible origins of the d_screoancy betwee,_ t_e m.':det h_ndcast
wave heights and SEASAT a,hmeter wave heights _n the sourtherr_ hemisphere, an
,ntercompar_son was made between the GLa, surface w_nd and stress f,e!ds and two
other wind fields whLch were avadaole for sub-periods of the 96-day h_ndcas( oenod •
the as;_mdated ECMWF 1000 mb wind fields for the period September 6 - 17 (,-,nderson
et al.. 1987), and the subjectively analyzed JPL 19 5 m height w_ncl fie!Cs for me #_,_OC
Se.ptemi_er7-20(Wotceshynetal, 1987) Detadsofthew..nda,_dstress_atasets¢,-_.
g_ven BnTable S
!n the following two sub-sections we cons_cler f_rst the *ntercoml:arTSOn _:orthe
three w_nd f,e!d data sets and rhea the GLA stress v_,nd _.eld,nte-co_oar.son Itwas
_ouncl that "he ma,n p_oblem appears to I,e ,n _he GLA so_,the,n hem,sone,e stress
_ieid ana=ys,s, wh_le the three w_nd field products are reasonabl _ cons.sir "_tfo _ai,
regions of the globe Th_sfinding _sborne out Dy the mtercompar,son o' the *.hree
_ave h*ndcasts for the period of common overlap d_scussed ,n Sect,on 3 3
All fodowmg _ntercompartsons are expressed _n terms of the symme_rlzed
r_=qress=oncoeffioent_'relat,ngpa=rsof fields!L,._ ,maccordance_,=theqL, (2 6)
3 I 1 Wmcl field mtercomparlsons
TaPir 6 summa-tze_ the results for the three w_nd field reg'e_;_OnS for d_f_erenr.
pa,rs of the GLA. ECMW_: and JPLwind he!ds I._acto=t,on to tne g_oba, sta',s.',cs, data
are also g_ven for tt, e :,o,_.he_n anti SOuthern ne'-_,Sianeres a_o me ",OOl_:S ;.gs J 1 - ] 3
snow the dependence of _'and • 3_, wma speed ,n each of the three ia_ t_O.,_a_ be_ts
;or each of the three ,ntercom. • CaC_ -,nr ,n mese ' gures _o_";'_'_'__n .,_=U=_=,,_r:=
average iormed for "he CcrresDonG • ' ; 3 oar_ (ular ana.ys.s ; me
The pr,nc_pai conc_us,or_tO be drawn r,om mese ,esu=% ,s :ha: tr:e mree ,_,na
fields show a surgr,s, ng level of agreement the regresS, On coefh;,ent hes dose to or,e
for all three mtercompar_sons _nal! three regions, and the correiat,on coefhc_en[ _sot
the order of 90 - 95 % m all cases It appears that the d_screpanc_es Detween t_e
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altimeter 'wave heights and the moaet wave h_ndcast tn the southern hemisphere
snown_nSect_on2 t cannot be attnbuted to the w,nd field analys_s The probleml,es,
_n fa-t. _n the southern hemisphere GLA stress f_elds, as shown .n the follow,ng sub-
sectlon
A simdar level of agreement ,s also found ,n the w,nd d,rectlons As example,
F,g 3 4a shows the global h_stogram for the d,fference _nw_nd d,rect_on ',,J between
the GLA and ECMWF w,nd vectors Most of the errors are less than 2,3 Fig 3 4b shows
the d_str,button of the mean w,nd speed and the standard dev,at,on of the wind speed
as tunct_on of the directional deviation As to be expected, _arger d,rect,onai
deviations are gener ,fly assooated w,th weaker w,nd speeds S,m,lar results are found
for the other two mtercomparisons and for the breakdown ,nto the three iat, tude
zones
3 1.2 Intercompanson of GLA su:face w,nd and surface st,ess f;elds
To test the consistency of the GLA ( 1000 rob) surface ¢_,nd s_eeas . w; th the GLA
surface stress values L, a regression analys;_ was earned out be'ween _-' and Ut). where
p : oenotes the dens.ty of air Th_ r_r_,Si_n (__ ff,O_nt _the,_ represer, t:San estimate
of the average drag coefficient cD.Since the local (temperature dependent) #: values
were not available on the GLAdata tape, pawas :aken as constant (_,, - I 23 kg m _)
A problem arose _nthe assignment of time levels. The wind field anaiys_ at [_me t.
represents an instantaneous field obtained by combining the first guess w_nd held
prowded by the model forecast, derived from the #rev,ous analys,s t_me t._.i, 6 hou's
earlier, w_th conventional atmospheric observa[ions and scatterometer w,nds at (or
close to) the analys_s t_me t,:. The surface stress fields, on the other hand. are computed
a_ "he average values of the mode! over the period t...l to t... As perna0s to De
exgected, the best correlations were found between u t., _p,: and c-'. t.: ,, Th_s _s
,ilustratedinF_g _ 5._nwh,chthegiobatregress_oncoeffioent_andcorre!at_on-,s
shown as a funct,on of the lag &[ =_ cp,_)-t:,2) Thecorre_at_onsd,scusse,-J_nthe
_ollowing were made for At = 6 hours
-'8
I I
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coefficient r (panel (b)) on GLA wind speed for GLA-JPL intercompanson
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The cause ofthe underestimateof thesouthern hemisphere wave n_odcast_s
revealed,nFigs3 6a,b Theseshow the dependence ofthe regressioncoefflQentF
(ie.the drag coefficient)and thecorrelatLoncoefhcLenton me w,,ndsl_eedforthe
northern,southern and tropicalregions.We expectan increaseotFw_tn w_nclspeed ,n
accordancewlthCharnock(1955) orothers_m_lardrag(awre!atlons(eg Wu, 1982)
instead,(.-'decreaseswith _ncreasmgwmd speed The nor1:hernhemisphere valuesoF
oftheorderof |2 -17.I0-_arereasonablyconsistentw,th emD,r,c.aldrag laws for
the moderate wmd speedscharacter,sbcofthe northern hemisphere s_JmrnerThe
valuesforcomparable wmd speeds_nthe tropicsaregeneraUy too Cow However. the
b_ggestbias_sfound inthesouthern hemisphere Formean southerr_hem_s[)ne,ew nd
speedsofthe orderof 11-12m/s,Wu's formula g_vescp = (I52- I 58)I0 _wh_ch,s
20 % to60 % largerthan the _'valuesm the range 1.0-12.104 Fora fullydeveloDed
spectrum, the significant wave height in the WAM model is proportional to the surface
stress. Thus, ,t appears that the b_as found _nthe model wave height h_ndcast relat,ve
to the atbmeter wave heights _n the southern hemisphere, which was of about the
same magmtude, can be explained by the underestimate of the GLA s,Jrface stress
f,e!ds,nth,sreg,on
We can offer no s,mple exlDlanat_on here for the cause of th_s u,_oerest_mat_on
However, it appears probable, _naccordance w_th a suggestion of the GLA group, that
,t_sre!atedsothe 6 hourlyaveraginginvolvedlncomput, ng thestressheld Through
thenonlinearity_nthedefinitionof_,equ.(26),thisleadstoan underestimationof
thedrag coefficient,and a s4milarnonhne_rity ofthewave model responseleadstoa
comparable underestimation of the wave height The man conclusion we w_sh to
draw from this anatysis is that the operation of a wave modet m conlunct_on w_th
general data vahdabon cross checking procedures, applied to both moclel products
and observed data, can rapmdly _dent_fy and locate problems ,n dmfferent data sets The
operabonal al:)plicatmon of such pro(:edur@s would clearly be very valuable for
continually mon_tormg the performance of the ERS.I wmd and wave sensor system
ancl aiguritnms
Other problems related to the ong_na! scatterometer w;nds (which we,e not
cons(dered_nthe presentprolect)have been _c_ent_f_ed,ntileorewous ES,._,st._cIv
contract, Part I (Anderson et al , 1987) and Part _1(Janssen et al . ;988} All three
_nvest_gat_ons demonstrate that the simultaneous application of soon,st;cared _nnde s
a general data ass_mdat_on system and a w_de spectrum of data vahdabon techniques
on an operational bas_sis an essential pre-requ_s_te for the _mplementat_on oF .-
reliable end-to-end system for ERS-1 wind and wave data processmg
".,5
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3.2 Intercompanson of GLA surface wind field w_th SEASAT al b meter wtnd speeds
For completeness we show in this section an mtercompanson of the GLA surface
winds and the SEASAT altimeter wind speeds, which were obtained s_multaneously
w_th the altimeter wave height data shown in Section 2 1 The format of the anaiys_s _s
identical to the intercomparison of the altimeter and wave model h_ndcast wave
heights presented in Sectuons 2 1and 2 2
None of the analysed w, nd fields considered _n th_s study actually made use of the
altimeter wind speeds It ssgenerahy accepted that thi= ,altlmi=ter wind speeds, which
are inferred from the air,meter measurement of the rms slope of the sea surface are
'ess reliable than the scatterometer w0nd speeds derived from the short 8ragg
scattering surface wave npples This is confirmed m our analysis
Fig. 3 7 shows the glotal distnbutions of time averaged altumeter wind speeds for
the three approximately monthly averaging periods listed in Table 1. This may be
compared with the corresponding F,g 3 8 for the GLA wind fields The alt0meter wgnds
are clearly significantly lower than the GLA winds, part,cularly in the high w_nd regions
in the southern hemisphere. Sonceit was shown that the GLA wind fields, *n contrast to
the GLA stress fields, are consistent w_th other data _nboth hemispheres, the
discrepancies must be attributed to the altimeter winds rather than the GLA wind
field
An underestimation of the wind speed m the SEASAT altimeter algorithm at h_gh
wind speeds is found also in the statmstJcal mntercompanson of the GLA and altmmeter
wind speeds shown in Fig. 3.9 The high wtnd speed b,as is of the order of 25 % A
recalibration of the altimeter wind speed algorithm (which should be d_rectl_
apphcable also to the ERS-1 altnmeter) appears called for Since the altameter measures
the rms sea surface slope, which is known to be a function not only of the local wund
speed, but also of the sea state, an improved algorithm should preferably combine
wind and wave mformat0on
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33 Intercomparlson of wave mode', h_ndcasts for GLA, ECMVVc and JPL surface
forci nq
it is of interest to ,nvestlgate how tne comDar:son between the surface cwnd and
surface stress fields for the three wind fieid analyses discussed above is translated ,nto t,_e
corresoonding wave model hindcast$ As has aiready been poJrltedout, wavemodei
simulations generally provide a serlsltlve test of the !nput w=nd fields
Rather than reoeat the stabst_cal analys_s presented ,n Section 3 1 for the w,nd soeed
and d_rect_ons now ,n terms of the correspondmg wave variables, the sJgmf,cant wave
helL.'|i,t and mean oropagatlon direction, we show in Figs. 3.10 - 3 12 a comoanson of the
three global hindcast fields for the sagnlficant wave height, averaged over tree common
period September 6- 17, !978, of the three himdcasts
"he ECMWF and JPL w,nd fields were transformeo ,nto stress fields requ,reo as _nput
_or the ,'_ave model us, rig W'J's formula (which was also used ;n the cal'bra'._on oi the wave
mode, c_ Komen. 1985. WAM-DIG. 1988).
r_= cDp/'-
wr'e,e
11.2q75.10-1, U < 7.5 ,_ s
¢*D .=
i) .q4-0 I)65.L',.In-.I. (" >- 7 5 ,n ._
No distract,on was made between the 1000 mb ECMWF w,nds and the 19 S m height
JPL winds
=igs 3 !0 - 3.12 s,JOOOrZ tt;e general _.onclus, ons of Sect,on ] '. there's "easonaov¢
good agreement between the three forcing fletds _n the nortner,_ nem_s_onere, wrote the
GLA forcing _sclearly s_gmflcantly weaker man the order two forcmg fields _n the ,,,gh
w_no region of the southern nemzsohe,e A (omoar_son w,tn tn.e a_bmeter wave ne_gr'ts
Shown m Section 2 ; {o_ me enttre 96-oay pe,:od suggests that tr_e ECM'v_Fand JPL torc;,'g
fields are orobaDly of about the r_ght magmtude ,n the re,d- an(] h_gn-labtude so_,mer',
hemisphere, while the GLA stress field _stoo weak in this region
5tO
I I
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Apart from these general relations, the figures reveal a number of reg_onai
deviations, which will not be pursued here, but would clearly be of interest in apply#ng a
wave model for wir, d field validation in an operational setting
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4 Computations of the linear and r_onhnear mapptnq re;abon between ocean wave spectra
and SAr_ _maqe spectra
4 1 IntroductJon
ERS-t wdl be the first sate!hte to orov,cle global SAR wave data tnro_jgn the A?.4f
wave mode instrument The potential value ofgiobaltwo-d,mens,onalSARwave
.mage spectra for wave forecasting can hardly be over-emphasized However. t_e
effectwe use of SAR wave data requires the deveiopment of efficient methods for
ret.overmg the wave spectrum from the SAR _mage spectrum Th,s ,sa non-tr,wat tas,
The first step, considered in this section, _sto derive amefficient method for comlaut,ng
the maop,ng from a surface wave soectrum Jnto a SAR _margespectrum CVed_scuss:he
seconC step, the solution of the ,nverse mapp,ng problem, later,n Sect,on 6
"he theory for the _mag_qg o_ a moving ocean surface by a Symthet,c Aperture
Radar _sreasona_)iy well understood Although oven ques',ons st,li remain rega-d.ng
finer deta,ls of the backscattering mechan,sm. ,t _sgenerally ag'eecl that ,n the range
o _,nctdence angles Detween 20' and 60" typ, cai of most SAR operar,c,'_ cond,t,On_ the
back scattered return may be represented as a superpos, bon of ne stat,st,cally
rTcleoendent returns from a continuous ensemble of small scale facets The
oackscattered "ecurn from each facet _sgoverned by the Bragg scattering from short
qpple waves The Dackscatter_ng from the short waves ,n turn _smoo_lat,_,d by the
onger waves, thereby enabling a SAR to ,mage normal ocean waves
"he long wave mod,Jlat_oncons,stsof threeprocesses
(i) _he hydrodynam,c ,nteracbon between sno_ ano long waves.
(.) the change _nthelocal_nc:oenceang;e(t_It)of_he facetancl
(.i) me advect:on of the facet oy the long wave orb, tal veloc.t_, wr,.<h orOduces
_oPpler smfts ,nthe retur'_ s_gna,
it can be assumed for all of these processes tpat to hrs_ oroe r t._e oac_scatter;ng
r,ppDe waves and the modulat;ng ocean waves are w,de_y separated _nscale Thesca_e
separation assumpt,on ,s weft sat,stied for m_crcwaves (\ _ 1 - 30 cm_ and ocean wave
spectra (.\ _ 10 - 1000 m) The two-scale model was first developed by Wr,ght (1968) and
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3ass et a_ (1968) and r_as been e_ter:s_vely tested an(] refitted :n f_e!d and .Jvave ,apk
9xperLments On the Das_s of this model, a rather complete tneor,t o f SAR _mag_mg of a
random ocean wave fi_,id Ldr_ b_ deveioperJ (of AlDers et ai , 1979. ffasselmanp e_: a! ,
_985)
An _mportant feature of th_s theory _sthat SAR _mag_ng can become strongly
nonlinear Although the hydrodynamic and tilt modu!at_on can rorma,!,, be regarded
as l_near pro(e_5, the nmr_t_nn effects become strongly t_onl_near ,n tyo_cat Jv ndsea
s_tuatmons Thedopplersh_ftarismg_romtherad,alcom0onentoftheorb_tal velooty
of a backscattermg facet produces an azimuthal d_splacement of the apparent pos,t_on
of the backscattenng facet J,_the ,mage plane. For d_solacements small compared w,th
the cmaractensbc wavelength of the long waves, this 'velooty bunchbng' mechanism
c3_ be treated as a ',meat Iorocess It can be character_zeo by a 're!dory ouncmng
modulation transfer funcbon' wh,ch, lust as the hydrodynam,c and bit mils.
contr_butestothe_vave,magecontrast However. ,f the d,splacemerts._:ome
comparable w,th or larger than a quarter wavelength, the ve_oc:ty r)unch,rg
mecna,_,sm becomes _onhnear. and for stJl larger d,splacement_ ,_t,ma[e!v res,_ts :'_ a
complete smearmg of the _mage
"he transformation ot a ',urface wave spectrum _ntO a S,_R ,mage soectrur_ ra$
been computed numerically in the weakly and strongly nonhnear reg.,mes 3y Monte
Carlo techn,ques(Alpers and Brunlng. 1986. 8rumng, 1987. Brunmg et ai. 1988) From
an extensive comp,lat_on of such simulations for Different wave cond, bons and SA;_
oarameters, Brun.ngetal (1988) der_vedgeneralre_at_ons for the d.stortlon of the
surface wave spectrum in tr_e SAR _mage spectrum To f_rst order, the prlnol3al effects
are that snort waves trave!ting _n the azimuthal direction are fdtered out. toe spectrum
,£ skewed1 towards the range direction, and the mean wave!ength ,s_ncreased
"he _lonte Car_o computations are based on _nd_v_dual reai,zaqons of a ran(3om
sure;ace wave f'e_d Cot eac" rea_,zat_on, the .nchv_dual mov,ng pac. scatte, rg s,_r'3ce
mements _n eacn scene are roadbed _nto their correspona_ng Oos, hons _n me S._R
,mage _)iane, ana the res_.,hng ,r,'aqe s Four,er trar_sformed _'heSAR .mage variance
soectrum _sthen como,4ted _3'1a'_e'ag,'_g the spectra for an ense,'_E)le of suc'_
real,zatlon_ Th_s orJte;orce memoo.srath_re_13ens, ve,ncomPutert_"ne -nL_S_t
cannot Pe aopheo ooerat,onail'¢ ,n a wa,e model to re,ate the r_oOel PutOut soectru r_
tO the large number of SAR ,mage spectra wh,cn w41 be !orov.cled conbnuouslv by
future oceanographic satelhtes such as ERS. 1 or RAOARSAT
"2
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tnthussect_onanalternat_vecomputatJon_sproposed it _sshown that the wave
spectrum and SAR _mage spectrum can be related d_rectly _n both the I_near c_qd
nonhnear mappung regimes, through a general nonhnear untegral equation The
transformatuon can be readily evaluated numencally and can therefore be used _n
routine ooeratnonal applications
At first s=ght it appears rather surpr_sang - unwew of the notortous closure p.oblems
of strongiy nonlinear systems - that a closed express=on can be der_ red relating the
surface wave spectrum and the SAR ,mage spectrum _n the strongly nonl,near reg.me
However. closure uspossible in the present case because the _nput and output f,elds do
,lot interact dynamically, and to a good first approximabon the _nout surface wave
field itself can be regarded as linear and Gauss_an
Simdar techniques to those developed _nSecttons 4 3.4 -_have been apphed
prewously in the computation of the dassipatpon of finite-depth surface waves .by
bottom friction (Hasselmann and Collins. 1968) and ,n the dete'mnnat_on of the
structure of the d_ss_patlon source funct:on due to whbte capp,ng (Hasselmann. 1974)
The basic concept is to consider the isolated 0mpact on the process of the ,nfm,tes_mal
contnbut_onfromasingleFounercomponentofthe,nputf,eld Ti_scanbe
determined ngorously, because for a Gaussian wave field the ,nfin,tes, mal
contrubut_on to the continuous spectrum are s_at_sttcally mdepencient The result,ng
(nonlinear) integro-differential expressaon relating the _nfin_tes_rnal change ,n the
surface wave spectrum to the assooated _nfimtesimal change ,n the ,mage spect-um
can then be integrated analytically to y,e_d the general nonhnear ,ntegral
transformation from the ocean wave spectrum to the SAR ,mage spectrum
in the following Sectuon 4 2 we summanze first the relations for RAR (real aperture
radar) and SAR ,maglng, asdertved from the standard two-scale scattering theory and
_ntroduce notations The general nonlinear transformation relating the SAA _mage
spectrum to the ocean wave spectrum :s then derived _nSect,on 4 3 _ more deta,!ed
dlscuss_on of the various termsoccurnng _n the transformation _s£,ven _nSec'_on 4 4
4 2 Mappmq of the ocean surface _nto the SAR _maqe plane
The SAR surface wave _mag_ng process may De dw_ded ,nto two processes theRAR
(real aperture radar) mrnagmgprocesses, consisting of hydrodynamic and trait
modulations, and the motion effects, which are spec, tic to the SAP.and have no
influence on RAR _rnagmg.
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vVe cot!sider hrst the RAR ,mag,ng process
.... , ......... _ .-J
sect,on ,ifx. t sensed by a RAR ,ntod_scre'e Four,er ser:es,
_.'X. tj : \
_.k.W,!:lk.r - ,,tt, - ,,,,,,p, ,".... _4 _1
k
,,'X n :,, _I[ - --\" mk.._p_,k-r .... tl--rr ( (_2)k
v_here ,_ _sthe soatldlly averaged mean (specific) cross secbon and m the cross-sect_onk
modular,on factor, the standard rwo-s(a e scattering tPeorv for _vorod.vnamic arid t_t
rnOduJat,on y,eld_ a 'lnear reJalhon
between the Fourier components of_and,J.w_thanet RAREOm_e_ ,modu!at'on
transfer funCtlOn(MTF) T_" = Tk_.J - Tw_'h wh_c ncOns_stsOf_nes_.r'1 o_the
I_ydrodynam,c and tilt modulation transfer funct_oPs For our purpose_ _e regaeo ['.
as g_ven (it _$notatlonally more conv?n_ent to work w_th d_screte Founer sums tha,_
w_th continuous _ntegrals as we snail be considering !ater differenbals w_th resoec' to
mcl_v_duai Fourier comoonent.s 'he d_screte re_cesentahon avoids the rather
(:Jmbersome functlona! derivative notat;on )
Ineclu (4 !)thefrequency_sg_venDytne freegrawty wa._ed_spers_onre_abon
., = _h _,wh_?e_s_he_,'.celerat_onofgrawty ltshouldbe_o,edrha_equahons
(4 I). (4 2) represent three-d_m_:r_slonat ,,,_ _enumoer-freo,_er_cy sDec'._a wn_cn have
been reauced :o tv_o-d.mens,onal soec:ra becaus_ ::_e;'e,]ue_c,esare (ons_ra'nea to
l,eon tnea,soe-s,o,_,,urTace _ncon:ras:1'othe_wo-c.mens.or, al .*,avenumber
soec:rumofa;rozensurfacecons,deredbe_owiequ (44)) :our,ercomoonen%or
Or. _.os,_e _,gr ,n k ,eDrese'_twaves "rave!I,nq;noooos_e d_recb O,"sana are n..,L
_e_ated
RaGars, rn (De ocher ha-o. O'OG,a(e quas_-,r%[anta'_eo,_s _mages or .'he s_,riace, so
mat the reievant Fourier decompo,_t_on of the _mage/r at a f_ea t, me. t = _. say
takes the form
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I t
/'t)z il + --\ Ik.:_p,_k r'l _a4)
k
,_nere
_45i
I =,I
k -k
and the _mage ,ntens!ty_snormalized w_th resoec.tothe mean _mag- _ntens,ty ("._0'_
thattheexDh(ht_:oml31exconjugateterm ofeqns (4 I},{_2)_sm .;.,?_ghere.as,t+s
aireadym,c_udedmnthe sum overpos+t_veand negat_.rek )
;ora =tAR,the,mage +ntens_ty_ssamplyprooort,onaltothe (rossse¢tronso that
(4 6)
lta_r, _I,l +t,.+JJ_l
and ecluat,ons t_ I}. (4 5) yteld
R _' _ ( TA_'i.,,,_ k (_7)tk = -r ,
F,om equ (4 7)we findthen thatthe relationbetween "he ocean wave and .mage
variance sl:)ectra b'_:. P/c, respe':twely, defined by
+"'> = --\' P'k = "_"--\ , .j._ >- (J. 8)
k k
./'> = % Pk= \__ _tklk:." +49)
i k
.e_ r' --- I'' --+ --
k k + - k
+he ;_aR _mage I'r corresl3onc,_to_r_e,r_agewr.mcn._R _,'O_Idoro_,JCe,i 'he
sea surface were trozen Con_+Cernow _:nedtstort,on ..;_;this _macje ,,Iduced DV the
mOt,On effects r_e_e CO'_S=s_of two "e,r_s: ,_n az'muthal d_splacemen, _of ",_e
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pos, tton of a backscatter;ng eremeqt _n the image plane, and an azimuthal smear,ng or
broadenlng;;.t of the(theoreDcailyrnl:lnttesimal)Dackscatter_nge!ement _n the_mage
-he az_muUnat displacement _sOrol0ortlonal to the range compone,_[ :. of [he
average a_,ection (i.e orb_ta{) veJoc;ty of the backscatter;ng e emeqt (cf Aipe,s ancl
[] _ ,_o_,,h lqTq_
= I_{. (41 !}
v_',ere
z_= p,L" (4 _2)
and _o,s the s!ant range. L the ve!ooty of the SAR The orh,taJ v_lOotv ,_TS,_,ef, '_ee '_e'e
as t,e hme average veloc;ty eve, _ the period during wh,cn the scat_.er:ng e,ement is
v,ewed by :he SAP, Normailv this is small comDarecI _wth the wa_e per,no, so tnaL TO
first order, we may set ,' equal to the mstanta,_eous orb_tat ve_oc:_¢ compor, e,_t ,n :r_e
range d,rectlonat the median t,,neassigned to ti-eSAR _mage
According tot andardsurfac _va etheory{cf Ph_:l,ps, 1977).
(4 13)
t = \ T,.L,_.xp_ilkr- -,tb _-c,"
k
where the range velocity transfer funcbon _sg_ver by
/'k = '''_ -- in):{) -- ,;n _)_ ": k' I. (4 _4)
and It, i: v oenote the radar incidence angle and the ,vavenu'_oer component Ln me
mor.'zonta! radar iook direct,... ,.-n, respectively
Tb# smear_r,Q t_.rm ;Lr _s,_ormaliy represented as the sum Or an acceleration ,e,m
.,.r 3ndave'oc=tcsore_o+e'r_,'._ (Of Hasse!mannetal . !985)
"he acce+e'3t:on term ,,. _sa seco,_L3 orger term ar.s, rg trOm the variation o{ t.r_e
_nsza{_ta,_ousoroltatvs!ocir.¢componer_t._,ounng [heSARviewingrnterval Thisy,e_Is
slightly dif1:erert effective d,splacements _.for the beginning and the end of the
viewing period The_.(_qn_sgeneraltysmatlerthaqtheve!ocltyspread term(of AlDers
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andRufenach, 1979, A!persetal , 1)81 riasseim, annetal . 1985) and, tos, mpl,fythe
ana_ys;s, wJtl not De considered :n me following
-he veiooty spread term ,'..r _Is i_ent_rai ,mphys_caJ or'.g,n tO the az{mutnal
a_solacementterm _t,sdqst:ngu,shed_nSARtheory from t_edisoiacementtermon, v
_or format reasons, in a combined m,crowa_e backscattering and 5AR imaging theo-7,
_t _sconvement tO d_st_ngu_h between ,_..o separate two-scale models. _he
mydrodynam_dbackscattertngandtheSARtwo-scalemoOel(cf HassseEmanne' _ ,
,euUl ,r'i u,_ Ilyulu£iy,l"iiliI_.;iOdk_,_.CliC'C't I;Ig nuclei, which we have been considering SO
far. the separatzon scale Lh.,: corresponds tO the dimensions of the backscatter_ng
facets Th_s must be large compared wrth the wavelength of the Bragg scattering
waves but small compared w,th the wavelength of the modulabng long wave fie_d
Typ,caiJy, L,..4 _Sof or_i.s.r 1 m. In the SAR two-_ca e model, on the other hand the
separation scale L. _._,sdefined as the SAR resolution scale, v_mch ,s tyc,,calty of order. .,,.
20 m The SARts unaole to d,Stlnguish betwee_ individual backscattering =acets w,tmn
a SAR resolution cell, and therefore maps the enbre ensemDle of backs,-atter_ng Facets
._v,thinaresolutloncedmtoas_ngie,magepixet Th,s_saz_muthal;yd,spiacedbyan
amount__.[ = J!udetermined by the mean orb_tal veloctty .. of the ta(eten_emb;e '-he
dev,at,ons,;,_ = _.- _'of the ,ndwiduat facet d,solacemen[s from the meat: value ['for
the resolution cell then results ,n a smeanng of the _mage of the reso_tJt,on qe_1 The
rms valJe of thissmeanng is g_ven by
: (4 tS)
- i-' "
-he term _sessenttalty dete:'m_qect oy the contr;Out_on to the rms orbital veloc:tv
from the region of the wave spectrum tying between [he two separation sca_es L
and L ._
!n tb,e gresc o,'_text _t _s mDortantzonctezhatt_e,ntrodL_ct:or, ofaveloc_ty
spread term _sa tormal,tv, wm_cn ,n some cases has conceptual acv_ntages, out _snot a
necessity Irl our case ,t ;s more conven,ent to work ent;re:y :n the framework of the
oas_c hydrodynamic, backscatte., ng two-_.caie "qodei, w, :.hou* _nvo_ _ng t. ,e vei oc_tv
,,3reaa conceot ,n th;s O'C',_r_ .'._ rOn£,,_'1_,th_ ¢,_ _r_g e 3_ COm_o(._d of 3
superoos_t}on of the :ndeoendeqt _mages or !na,v,dual basic backscar:er_n 0 face:s.
rather than of _ndiwaua_ resolution ¢e_ts.
Each backscatter_ng facet expenences an azimuthal d_splacement,n the ,mage _r',
accordance w_th (4 11) ar, d some defocuss_ng through the facet accele.at,on {whKh
I I
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we ,gnore) In addition, the indlwdual facet images w_ll then be smeared by the flmte
resolution of the SAR Thus we consider a pure 'veloQt_, bunching' theory w_th 'explicit
velocity spreading' TOsimplify the analysis, however, we _gnore asso the smearing oy
the finite SAR resolution and assume the SAR has infin_te resolut,on Tl_e effect of the
finite SAR resolution can be easily taken into constderat_on, _f necessary, asan
additional filter at the end of the analysis Qual_tat,vely, the accelerabon smearing
term can be s_milarly handled, although its r,gorous inciuslor_ in th_ theory as
somewhat more complicated The effects we have reta,ned do, ,n fact, represent the
critical processes limiting the ocean wave _mag_ng performance of a SAR ,n the
nonlinear imaging regime
Applying equ. (4.1 1) to a continuum of facets, we obtain then as the relatton
between the SAR image and the RAR image in the present 'veloc,ty bunch,rig' model
/"_r) = f /R(r'}6_r - r'- _,!r'_ldr' (4:6)
where _, = a_ and a denotes the unit vector m the azimuthal direction
Integrating over the 6-functioq, equ. (4 16) yields
dr' } (4 17)rS{rl= /R<r') _ ,'=,-_,r',
where the Jakob,an
I ti dr' :_,lr') - I (4 18),_ = i+i,tr _r'
Th_ 'velooty bunching factor' I dr' dr _-! represents the var,at_on ,n the effective
density of backscattering elements in the image plane resblt_ng from the compression
or dilatation of the originally homogeneous distribution of facets through the spatial
variations of the facet azimuthal displacement. This enables the SAR to ,mage ocean
waves even m the hypothetical sicuat_on _nwhich tt*,e RAR transfer function vanishes.
_.e. [n,rJ = ('orLst
For the case
_8
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'L'"'; : ,_ I 14.19)
_/Ir'
the veloclt¢ bunch_qg factor can be expanOed ,n a geometr_cai ser_esa"a trJncar.ed
after the i,near term if _t _sfurthe,more assumed that the _oaula,,on ot ,_,s sma_l as
reauqred for a hnear £AR ,mag,ng theory, the dominant term =n (4 17) ,s ;no ,neanzea
ve{ooty bunching ;actor, ano one oo[a_ns for tne SAR ,mage amo_tuge spectrjm, ,_
accordance w_th (4 4), (4 13):
< ':" ( '" t'1 f 2ol= Ik - Tk,.,k- ( T _k__k
where '_e velocity ounchlng modulat,on transfer funct,on
., (4 2!)
Tk =-,ijt,, £k
-bus ;nthe linear aDoroxlmat_on
(4 22)
" -'_ -t T "_
rk = ! kC,k _k_ k )"
anc me "_age variance spectrum _sg_ven by
J
k k b k (4 23)
I) k T_ , [. - := k .-7"- - k .
where the SAR imaging transfer function
._' - R. ,, (I21)
r k = Fk Fk
-he COnd,bon (4 !9)fS gene'aHy sat_sfieo for sweii soectra However. ,n many
s_tuat_ons, for e_amole for short _'_m,,iseas,the inequality does not hOiCl or JSeven
reversed(of Hassetmannetal,;985, Brun,ngetai !988) Inmzscase. ecluat_ons
(4 17), (_. 18) reoreser_t a strongly nor1 ',_ear transfo'mat=on and we must see:,
arternat:ve metr_od._ for cle,iwng rue reqat_on bet,*_een _ne surface wave anci SAR
_mage spectrum
-g
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4.3 The nonlinear mapofna from .'.he surface wave to the S# R :maqe spectrum
The re{at_on describing the nonhnear transformation from [ne surface wave
spectra to the SAR rmage spectra _sderwed _n two ste0s. F_rst a d,fferemt_al relation
descnbmg the effect of an infir,,tesimal perturbation Jn the surface wave spectrum on
the SAR _mage spectrum ,s clevetooed. This express,on ts then _ntegrated [o y,eid the
finai nonhnear transformat+on relatton
+'he Fourier comoonent/f'/of the SAR _m3ge :s ootamed by tak:ng the Fourier
transform of (4 17)
,s t dr' t
: dr ' ._ , '
Here & denotes the finite area of me sea surface corresponding to Our ¢hscrete ;ou,+er
rereserlT.atlo_ (in the final result, we shall, of course, let ;i _ t).
5ubst,tut_ng the Fourier representation (44), (4.7) for [R in (4 25), this becomes
}I• R. , _ (4 25)r_=Z ,w t- _ {rk.n - r'_k.,:'_k,"t..+_['k.," +_et-.'k,"-k_,'F+i(k--7 J
We obtain then for the var;at_on_)/._kmaucecl Oy oerturDing the set of Fourier
components o ,_the ,hour wave _e_dby ".he,n f, mtes_mal _ncrements ';_k
lk = \ ' _'fl',,"%' - ._r" +,.." )-- " .. +k.. +k' -k"
_vhere
t • i
tlkk ' _ ....... ,-" 't: I ,lr ;,t'(t) l K --KW -- Kt_'I"
/
'_ I \+ :" " "':_" " !,,.::},,k+.r' , ! = ,- 26)
FI..-.;_ A!{Fie}t1-__ Fk.,,..-I __(,, _,,..
t t +tFi ,'xplk-k!r- kf. r' " :'; ' ' T L, \- /? " :_" ' i'".' k"',"'-- "' Tk.--_.t: I., ( Tk"_k"-r--k"_ -k'".i, t ' -- ,k'
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Thesummatton term _n the second parentheses arises from the differentiation of me
e_pon_nl"lal fa('tor,)_n!-tk_¢ r _l in (4 26)
Consider now tl_e perturbatton of the variance specl:rum _'k _ arising from tt_e
perturbatton (427) At this point we make the essential assumDtlor% which wfil enable
_Jsto (:lose the moment eouatlons, that the perturbations ;';_h for dt fferent wave-
r_umbers are statistically ,ndependent of each other and are aiso statistically tndepen-
dent of theex_st!ngwavefie!d Theassumpt!onisjustifiedbytheGausslanpropertyof
a surface wave field, which may be regarded as a suoerposltlon of arm_nfinlte number
of statlstl(_llly independent infi,litesimal wave components We shall follow up this
concept expliclt!y later by regarding the surface wave fie}d as betng graduall,_ bumlt uo
from a zero sea state through the continual addition of statistically mcleoendent
spectral _ncrements.
Under the stated statistical assumotJons, we obtain immed_atel_ the d_ f_erent_at
relation:
2 " ,:_F ,;F
. ....... ..s .. W _r _.t k' -k' (4 29)
"_ k .... _lk _ : _ _ ' "'_kk' - ' ,_ ._
3e_ore turning to the ;ntegrat,on of equ (4 29), we must first evaluate <:.l,/kk, J >
]'he essential noniinear terms m th_s comoutat_on ar_se from exponential exoress_ons
ofmeform <,,._p_ki{tr')-{tr"H> S,nce_isahnearfunct_onalof_._tsprobab, l_ty
distribut,on Js Gauss_an, and the expectation value of the exponen_,ats can therefore
Oe determined analytically. The computation o_ <:._'fkk.fi > is gwen m (4 S)
(Appendi x).
Let us now construct the prescribed surface wave fieto by b,a{Iding up the SlOectrum
F(k) from zero to [rle final state through a hnearly _ncreastng contlP, uum of wave _:,el_s
_k \' = \FK where O = \ : 1, and ")'_k = Fk")"_ Der_ot_ng ,'.he as_oc;at.ed SAR image
spectr_Jm ano matrix ._fkk, I_ the Intermecllate state ,, s,t_ltar_ as Fk'{\), '_kk' _ ')'
resoect_vety, equ. !4 2g_ then becomes
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Fk F-k y t_,3_)F_k= _ Y kk' 2 2k'
where the transformation matrix
The computation of Tkk' is also given in the Appendix,
The final mapping relation (4.31) between the RAR and SAR image spectra asseen
to be a quasi-linear transformation. The transformation mamx rkk. iS in generat a
nonlinear function of the wave srjectrum. In the limit of a very small wave spectrum,
the relation becomes linear: Tkk, becomes independent of the wave spectrum and
diagonal. As the wave spectrum is gradually increased, Tkk, develops off-diagonal
terms and the matrix elements with high azimuthal wavenumber components are
attenuated (azimuthal high wavenumber cut-off). This is discussed in more detad _n
the following section.
4.4 Structure of the transformation matrtx 7'kk:
In Section 4.5 (Appendix) it is shown that the transformation matrix consists of the
sum of two terms,
/ +T _Tkk'= Tkk' k_' (4 33)
namely the 'filter transformat¢on matrix'
i s I _' (a 34)
and the 'background transformatuon mat,ix'
Tk_k, = Bk.,¢, k(P(r) + Tl(r)} + Ck, k, k.T,(r) (435)
where the coefficient matr!ces Ak, k'.k' Bk, k'.k and Ck, k'.k depend on integra!
properties of the wave fietd (of. eqs (A.20) - (A.22)
82
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The structure of the transformation matnces becomes clearer when _t _srecogmzeQ
that the functions ,_.,(_), (_l(y) and ,_b.,(_),_ . eqs CA.15) - CA.17)) act as high azl muthal
wavenumber cut-off filler functions whJcl_ control the form of the coefficient matrices
"_'k. k'-k and Bk. k'-k"
[] Lonsa'3er tirst the filter transformation matnx Tfkk. For y -- 0, d),_('t) -- I and equ
CA.1I) yields Ak.k,.k _ ,_k.k,. Thus Jn the lim*t of a very small azimuthal wavenumoer t,.
or very small orbital velocities, this term reduces to the linear S_ ,mag_ng express;on
(4.23) As _ is increased, the function ;I,k. k. k _Sbroader_ed w_th respect to tl_e second
vanable k' - k. The wave component k is thereby spread in the _mage spectrum _nto a
band around k,and the energy of the band isattenuated.The spreachngand
attenuation increases w_th increasing azfmuthal wavenumber/_._, and lnc_easmg
orbital velocity.
The second term, the background transformation matr:x Thkk ,, vamsnes entJrely as
the orbital velooty approaches zero Tr'us _n this limit equ. (4 33) reduces to the RAR
=mag_ng re(atlon, as,of course, =t r;' .;t For finite orbital velocities, the term Tok,k"
yields a background continuum. For _ -- 0, 't)_(_) -- I and Bk. k'-k - 'r'_k.k" ("k. k' k --
"_k.k" SOthat '.he continuum degenerates ,n thi_ i_mit to the auadrabc sum and
difference wavenumoers of the wave held, as expected for the lowest order cluad,3tJc
*nterac*Jo'_ of a nonlinear process. For fin0te _, the function Bk.k, k ,Sbroadened wtt_
respect to the second index variable, so that all wave compor_ents contribute to t_e
COtlt)nuum.
4.5 (Appendix) Computauon of <'h_ k k,i">and Tk k"
From equ. (428) we obtain:
2
"_l.kk ' = -_--_ t I dr'dr'-.r..nl_,k'-k,tr'-r"_ -,k'_,,r'_ - _.','"".t .
; . . .
- -- Tk,'T..i -'._t_,_k"r _ -, F_.., Tk.".'.'.;),_k"r'_
k"
)
t .... :" R ,tR " xp_z_k,,r,_k,,r,_l
-33
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where 1_k asm eclu (4 7)
To determine the exoectauon value <I_$:k k.Iz> we ex_)and the e_ponent,ai factor
,_xpf -_k _ r') - _ r'_) with respect to. a given pair of infinitesimal Fourier amplitudes _k"'
i " * " vve nave first
_k" ano their complex conlugate ampiitucles _. -k"' _ -k"
L' •
(A2)
_-_T -k" <_- k''qxp_:k'r'i- ,.xpllkr"_)+ 6T _k'"i"_k"!v.xpiZk'l")- .._p_ik'r"l,_-__<..,_
where Ai contains the four infinites=mal Fourier components of interest and ..%_.r_,._t=s
the remaining field which contams no components at these wavenumbers
Thus
. - .I
The cot-elation of this expression with the amphtudes "k"' _'k" _" -k"' _ -k" OCCUrrmg ,n
(A.I) then y,eids
)
' ' - i"
; 1 (A 4)
< ! ._Vt'kk.! > = .4- . drcxpli{k'-k_r!
• < .'xpi - zkA_, ,r)) >. IT)+ T t ,- T ,)
wt_ere
/',,Irl = F"k - Plrl
',s,ncleoendent of trte exDanslon of t_'e exl3onent
f[','l= /_¢-r,. T'kJqTL')'-_r'iT"_'"- k T'')I" ! (A6)
(I'---I"--r". r" = i'))
34
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_sderwed from the linear term _n the exoans_on of the exoonent;ol functuon,
!
r,,r! : -- T_.._{r)-_(-|', (A7)
-
I! iSderived from the quadratic terms =nthe exDans0on of the exDonentual functncm
and
_ u \- _ " (Pa_ as In ecluP'r, =- ;_J8_ i Tk. • ,_"'exPhk r) {4 10)
k'"
(A 8)
_frb =_"2=-'_-"2 --[-kltTC'°'TR'Fk"k""'TU k"'T"k")"F-k"]I "_'P''k'r'-'l-- " - I "k"
In denving(A.4)-(A.B)we have set r = r' r" Jn (A.1) and camed out one Tntegratloc
over r' for fixed r, not0ng that for a statistically homogeneous wave field the _ntegrand
depends only on r. We have also replaced <exp. _k_r_._.t.> by <exp. Lk._{, >, since
3._r_.: a,_a A_ deviate b;, a_ _.-.finitesima_ quant,ty
_k k".Sobta,ned from M'k k.bY replaong c \.,-_.k,_kby ._.kand\_.c• _k' respect_vely_
"Qkk '\}_' > = A-I I dre._pliqk'-k_r_..C,_pq-;k.\:AfJr!>g
, 2 _
i; Ts:k_ - \._P(rl_-T,frl)+.\-T,,rl (Ag)
We need to determ,ne st,ll the expectatton value of the exloonent_ai function.
,_,k,r.\,=<,._p-,k.\_4A_,,_> = ,'xp- ,k,_-q- (A ;O)
where
Ii=l._u.,(r - u,r";J
The variable q _sGauss_an w_*h zero mean and known variance
i
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<n.J> =t_-' \_ Tk_ _Fk- ! T:k F_,_ !-ro,_ (al21t I
k
so that the function ,[_can be readily evaluated:
,Nk. r, kl = <_pq- k:\ < o.-', >,:_l
All terms oc:currlnL1 in eou (A. 1) have now bP@n @xnr_ed dire('tlv #r, terms ¢}f the
surface wave spectrum
TO determine the matrix Fkk. = J <i._'_kk 12> d.\ occurrnng on the final ex_ress, or
(431) we need now only to _ntegra:e equ. (A.9) witr respect to .\. Thts y_elds
irkk" =._-I dr_xpi(k'-k).rp. Rb _k,r_.l T k
_-,bt, k.r_-iP*r)-_- Tllr_)-.,-,_,!k, r,-F,Ir_i_
_here
.!
-Ill _ (_,'_5),b,k. rl=,bl\,= I ,l)*k.r \Jd.\ =_ -_o*-tl
• l + I
• o I
and
.L
\2 - ;., . '. -._ (,-% "7),_)k. rl= _.._I= I _k.r._,dX=! .-._ -_ .I..x_)_-_
,,,.,.+;__
Eclua:=on (A. 14) may be written more compact!y :n the form
36
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"S P(r_-Tllr))_- • r trJT'K!,:': '_k.k'-k : _k "- _k..k' -k _ (-"k.k"-6.
where
._k.k. k = .'_-! _lr_xp!i_k'-k}.r "'_,_'i; {A20)t
and
Lk.b.,_ k A -I dr_plitk'-k_rl,l_,'__ (A22)l
I I I --
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5 Analys_sof 5AR _.pectra
_n this section we carry out an untercomparzson of SEASAT 5AR image spectra wzth
mode_ h=ndcast wave spe_[ra and SAR =mage spectra computed from the h,ndcast wave
spectra Most of the analysis of this section _$based on a selection of 32 a,g, tally analyzed
SARscenes, listed in Section 5. I. However, we present in Section 5.2 also a brief revpew of a
previous analysis of a significantly larger set of optically processed SAR images for the same
SEASAT orbits (Lehner, 1g84)
Theoret$cal 5AR spectra were computed using the linear transformation
approximation described tn Section 42 (Section 5 3) and by Monte Carlo simulations using
the full nonlinear mapping relations described in Section 4.3 (Section 5 S). In addttlon.
emomcal transfer functions were determined by fitting the SEASAT SAR Jmage spectra to
the hlndcast model spectra using a power-law frequency dependent transfer function for
each wave propagation direction (Section 54) The conclusions drawn from these vanous
analysIs techn,ques are summarized _nSectJon S 6
S I SARscenesan_lyzed
A total of 32 digitally processed 6 4 km x 6 4 km $AR scenes from 7 orb=ts were
spectral analyzed To test for a possible dependence on the 5AR inodence angle. 22 of
these scenes were selected aspairs from the near and far edges of the 100 k_ wide
SAR swath The variance spectrum was computed at 25 m resoluhon (S0 m Nyqu,st
wavelength) to the full image wavelength hmJt and then subsequently averaged ,n the
wavenumber domain with a top.hat we,ght:ng funct,on e_tending over 5 x 5
wavenumber components (yteld,ng S0 degrees of freedom)
The geograph;ca_ positiOnS c_ndretevant characterIstics of the scenes are given Ln
F=g.S I and TaDI_ 7. respectively Oro,ts 757, 762, 785. and 791 correspond to the san',e
m(teorolog,cat penod, while the remaining Orbits correspond to essenttally
uncorre4ated meteorologmcal satuat_ons. It Jsapparent from the nonhnearlty ('velocity
bunchmg') parameters and pnnclpal wave propagat,on dtrect_ons hsted ,n the tabte
(inferre_ from 'he model hmdcast spectra) that the sce,_escover a w_de varlety of
,mag,ng s'tuation_
_8
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5.2 General comparison with SEASAT SAR imaqe spectra
A detailed comparison of the global wave h,ndcast wIth the 32 d_gitally processed
SEASAT SAR images, including a discussion of SAR ocean wave _magmg problems and
_he nonlinear surface wave-SAR imag_ spec,'.ral mapping relations, _sgaven m the
following sections.
For a first overview we show in this sec ion, in Figs 5 2 - 5 5, a comparison of the
principal wave propagation directions _nferred from the var, ance spectra of a larger
number of analog processed SAR _mages (Lehner, _g84) with the Custer diagrams for
the total sea, windsea and swell of the wave mode_ hindcast. The SAR wave
_,ropagation rays (panels a) represent the propagation directions of the peak
_va_numbers of the SAR spectra. The principal wave propagation directions inferred
for the 5AR image spectra show some general agreement with the wave model
hindcast. However, a number of systematic deviations, to be discussed later, are also
clearly evident: the SAR tends to detect long swell components more readily than the
short windsea components, the SAR wave propagation dmrection is often strongly
rotated towards the range direction (the SAR look direction orthogonal tO the satellite
flight direction), and range travelling waves are more easily detected than waves
travelling in the azimuthal (satellite flight) d_rect_on
One of the difficulties to be faced in using SAR wave data ,n a combined w=nd and
wave data assimilation system w_ll clearly be to decide whether d_screpanc_es which
are found between the SAR image spectra and the model wave spectra are due to the
SAR imaging process or to errors _n the input wind field (or the wave model itself) In
__ .._ thec.aseo f theal_t_e._, the sit ,u#_on is cons,derabty simpler, as al_,_-'l_'_,' wave
height measurements are relatively free of distortion and calibration _ncertaint_es
The effective use of SAR wave data w,II therefore be critically dependent on the
development of reliable mapping relations defining the transformatton of the surface
wave spectrum to the SAR _mage spectrum. The inverse mapp,ng, i e. the transformat-
,on from the 5AR spectrum to the wave spectrum, has as yet not l_een addressed The
inverse transformation may be exoec_ed to be non-unique and n,_obably smcjular
_nversion techniques will r,eed to be developed, using general reverse modelling
methods, employing _terat, ve corrections of the forward mapping relat:on. These
questions wdl be discussed ,n more detad anSect_c_ 6 It _sshown there that the SAR
reversion problem may not need to be solved _xDhc_tty b_t can be _mbedded m the
more general inversion problem of dete.,mining the wind field modifications required
to correct errors between predicted and observed wave data _na combined wind/wave
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data assimilation system. However, it can be concluded already from Figs 5 2 - 5 5 that
5AR tmage spectra clearly cannot be interpreted d_rectly but only by com_.anson w_th
SAR spectra computed from a wave model forecast, and that the assimilation of SAR
spectra in models will require the development of rather sophisticated reverse
modelling techniques.
5.3 Comparison with linear theory
Linear theory should be applicable if the nonhneanty parameter C = C _ax co._
- I. (C is proportional to the ratio of the rms azimuthal displacement induced by the
long wave orbital velocity to the dominant wavelength, of. Section 4 2). Table 7 lists a
number of cases for which this criterion is satisfied.
However, :,I practice it was found that linear theory gave unrealistic SAR spectra _n
all cases, anatyzed,.including caseswith quite small values of C. Figs 5 6, 5 7 show two
examples, corresponding to a strongly nonlinear situation (scene 15601, C = 3 6) and
the most 'linear' case of the set (scene 11004, C = 0.6). The image spectra are plotted
in polar coordinates as frequency direction spectra F_/: _ ), in accordance with the usual
wave spectrum format, rather than as wavenumber spectra E _k, = Pf. F_;f;2k2
In both cases the theoretical 5AR spectrum shows a generally monotonic increase
of the spectrum with increasing frequency, w_thout a clist_nct spectral peak as found ,n
the observed SAR spectra. The origm of this behaviour _sreadily ident_ fled: The
theoretical velocity bunching SAR MTF is proporttonal to/3 (of. Section 4 2) Thus
F_._R(f, B)/F,_.at,_./: t_) ~ f6 Since the wave model hmdcast spectra typically exhibit a high
frequency dependence _/_, the SAR spectra mcrease monotomcally as i,2for h,gh
_requenc_es. A SAR peak is visible at low frequenoes only _f the wave spectral peak is
sufficiently sharp that it overrides the f_ factor, ie. if
_F
for some frequency on the rear slope of the peak Th_s_sseldomobserved, even for
swell spectra (8runing et al, 1988, computed such cases for theoret=cat swell soectra
represented by the JONSWAP formula w=th very h0gh peak enhancement factors
= lO)
93
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SAR scenes analyzed with associated SEASAT orbits Orbits 757, 762, 78S 791
cover the same meteorological period (from 8;181'78 to 8;21/78) Other orb;ts
correspond to different penods
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Ray diagram (panel (a)) constructed by Lehner (1984) from peak wave-
numbers o_ 5EASAT SAR _mage spectra along orbit 757. August 18. 1978,
22:40. with superimposed Custer diagrams of wave model hindcast for total
wave field (panel (b)). windsea (panel (c)), and swill (panel (d))
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Ray diagram (panel (a)) constructed by Lehner (1984) from peak wave-
numbers of SEASAT SAR _mage spectra along orbit 762. August 19. 1978.
06 ;0, with superimposed Custer diagrams of wave model hindcast for total
wave field (panel (b)), windsea (panel (c)), and swell (panel (d))
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Raydtagram (panel (a)) constructed by Lehner (1984) from peak wave-
numbers of $EASAT $AR image spectra along orb, t 785, August 20. 1978.
21 "40. with superimposed Custer diagrams of wave model hindca51 for total
wave field (10anel (b)), wtndsea (panel (c)), and swell (panel (d))
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Ray diagram (panel (a)) constructed by Lehner (1984) from l_eakwave-
numbers of SEASAT SAR _mage spectra along orb*t 1159, September 30, 1978,
01 : 17, with _upenmposed Custer d,agram$ of wave model hindcast for total
wave field (panel (b)). wmdsea (panel (c)). and swell (panel (d))
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The failure of linear theory to reprc, duce the observed shape of the spectrum ,s not
_ncontradict,onwiththetheoretlcafrangeofvaiidityofthetheory Linear theory
breaks dow" for short. _vave lengths of the same scale as the rms azwnuthal displace-
men,. The azimuthal displacements associated w,th these components become
smeared out by the superimposed displacements of the dominant long waves, which
sh=ft the small scale velocity bunching pattern back and forth relative to the phase of
the short, waves The peak occurs =nthe SARspectrum in the reg,on of transatJon from
the linear to the nonlinear regime. On the low frequency s=deof the peak, linear
theory is stdl applicable• However, to test the hnear theory quant=tat=vely in th=s
regime would require an _nvestlgat=on with calibrated ,mages, which was not
attempted in the present study. (This would not require an absolute cahbration of the
$_R, as the SARimage is defined as the modulation _mage w_th respect to the
backgrou=d white no_se clutter image• However, it wnuld requwe a more deta=led
,nvest=gatmon of the reference clutter spectrum than was unoertake_ here,) = +
5 4 Empirical transfer funct=on fits
It is of interest to _nvesttgate whether the SAR _mage spectrum can be related to
the surface wave spectrum through an empirical hnear transfer funct=on. Although we
have seen that the purely linear theory _sgenerally inapplicable for the full spectrum.
_thas been argued that the pnnopal effect of the orb_t-)l motion is the velocity _.prea0
term, wh=cn can be represented by a hnear azimuthal cut-off filter function (of 8eale.
1983) Also. the exact nonlinear transformat=on expression (4 2) denved ,n Sect,oo 4
has a quasr-hnear (although non-dfagonal) form
Accordingly. empw=cal MTFs were determined for a set of 26 SARsoectra (s_xof the
cases listed =n Table 7 could not be analysed as the scenes were received too late) by
feast square fitting the free parameters .-t and n =na power-law ansatz of the form
• l*' I I
F _R,,,_)I= t.,_)D( - ) .... IF ,"O_-F _''J - I']!) _ (52)
wl'lere the reference frequency f,, was held fixed at 0 1 Hz
F:igs5 8, S g Show two typical examples of the observed and fitted SAR sO_.ctra,
together w_th wave model h_ndcast spectra ,_,ndthe d_rectJo,_al dependence of the
fitted parameters .-t_ ),, n_t_, In nearly all cases qu_te sat=sfactory fits were obta,ned
The exponents n_(_, of the power laws were negatwe throughout, typically var_/_ng
'0 _
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between - 5 and - 10, in contrast to the predictions of the purely linear theory. Th_s ts
presumably due to the smearing of the modulation of the shorter waves by the
superif._posed azimuthal displacements induced by the longer waves, as discussed
above, wl_ich produces an attenuation of the shorter waves Th_sve!oc:ty bunching
effect generally produces a significant attenuatton of the spectrum already in the
intermediate scale range shortly to the right of the wave spectrum peak, whereas the
azimuthal cut-off due to the velocity spread term becomes effective only at h_gher
wavenumbers (of. Section 4).
_;g. q_.10 shows the dependence on wave propagat:on direction 0 ,'-'.,o-'".,.e to the
satellite flight direction of the mean values and the standard dev;_t. 9n of the
exponent n(F)) for the 26 cases studied. The ratio of the standard deviation to the mean
(the scatter index) is clearly too great for these empirical MTF fits to be applied in
practice as a method for predicting the SAR spectrum. However, they do summanze ,n
a single form the main characteristics of the shape of the SAR spectrum ,n the energy
containing range relative to the wave spectrum.
A closer inspection of the data indicated that the scatter seen in Fig. 5.10 cannot be
significantly reduced by a stratification of the data with respect to the nonlinearity
parameter C or other spectral parameters We conclude from this and the previous
section that a reliable interpretation of SAR image spectra must be based on realistic
cor,.putat_ons of the fuli nonlinear mapping of the two-dimensional wave speck.rum
into the SAR _mage spectrum
55 Monte Carlocomputat_ons
The numerical computation of the closed nonhnear integral transform express#on
(4.31) relating the surface wave spectrum to SAR _mage spectrum could not be
implemented within the present project. This is planned for a follow-up study project
It _santicipated that the technique, when _mplemented, will be more accurate and
effioent than the Monte Carlo methods used hitherto For the present project
numerical computations of the nonlinear spectral transformation based on the same
general SAR _magmg expressaon (4.20) were earned out usmngthe existing Monte Carlo
technique (AIr_,_rsand Brunmg, 1986; Brunlng et ai , 1988)
"02
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Fig. 5.1 la - j shows a comparison of observed and computed SAR spectra, together
wi th the wave model hindcast spectra used for the Monte Carlo computations. The
selected set or SAR spectra covers a representative cross-sect_on of the 26 cases studied
(of. Tabel 7). The examples include range and azfmuthaliy travelling waves, weakly and
strongly nonlinear imaging regimes and single and multiple peaked spectra.
The agreement between the observed and srmulated spectra is generally qutte
remarkable. The significant distortions of the original wave spectrum appeanng in the
SAR spectrum, _nparticular the pronounced azimuthal cut-off, is well reproduced in
the simulations. The propagation directions ano wavelengths of the peaks _n the
,,ir_ula_ed and observed SAR spectra also agree qu_te well. A so,:lewhat earlier
az_mu(hal cut-off is generally found in the simulated spectra than in the observed SAR
spectra This could indicate a rather too high energy level in the high frequency region
of the wave model spectrum.
The sequence Fig. 5.11, panels a, b, c, and d, give a good example of the change _n
character of the spectral distortion as one progresses through a regfon of azfmuthally
travelling waves to a region of range travelling waves along orbit 757 (of. Ftgs 5.1 and
5.2). The discrepancies seen in Fig. 5 2 between the mean propagation directions of
the model wave hindcast and the propagation rays referred by Lehner (1984) from the
peak wavenumbers of the SAR spectra are dearly due to the azimuthal cut-off in the
SAR spectrum of the predominantly azimuthaliy travelling waves along the north-
eastern segment of the orbit
Although it is encouraging th, t the nonlinear SAR imaging theory _sable to
reproduce the prtncfpal features of the observed SAR spectra, F,g 5 11 also ,llustrates
the problems one faces in assimilatrng SAR image spectra _nwave models: the loss of
information for azimuthally travelhng waves, the 180° directional ambiguity (F_g 5 11,
panel i, gives a good example of two wave fields propagating in opposite durections
which are merged together in the SAR spectrum), and the pronounced distortion of
the spectrum. None the less, the potential information content of the two-dimensional
SAR spectrum is clearly greatly superior to a single scalar number, such as the
significant wave hevght, for example, or even a one-dimensional frequency spectrum,
_f effectrve techniques for the approonate exp_o_tat,on of th_s mformatton can i_e
developed. (It should be noted in this context that SAR wave Pmage spectra are inde-
pendent of absolute SAR calibration uncertainties: The spectra are 'se4f-normai_zed' by
the clutter background level.)
"O8
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S 6 Conclusions
The principal conclusion to be drawn from our ¢.ARstud0es may be summarized as
follows:
(1) The linearSAR imaging theory fs not able to reproduce the shape of the observed
SAR image spectrum, even for low energy sea states. Th_s_sdue to the unreahstnc
amplification of short waves by the linear theory, which results _na monoton_-
tally increasing SARspectrum In reality, the h_gher wavenumbers (often
begmning shortly after the spectral peak) are attenuated by nonhnear _nter-
_ctions with the motion induced azimuthal displacements of the longer waves
For low energy sea states w_th smatl nonlinearity parameter C'"._z. the observed
peak in the SARspectrum represents the transition from the linear to the
nonltnear =magmg regime
(2) In nearly all cases, the observed SAR spectra can be well reproduced by applying
mdtvidually fitted, directional dependent power law MTFs to the hindcast wave
spectrum However. the parameters derived from 0ndtv0dual fits show
considerable scatter from case to case Thus this metl_od does not al31oearsuitable
as a general emp0rical tool for relating wave spectra to SAR _mage s_)ectra
(3) SAR spectra computed from hindcast wave spectra usm 9 Monte Carlo sJmulabon
techmques showed a remarkable agreement w,th observed SAR spectra S,nee
the nonlinearly distorted SARspectrum can differ slgn0flcanUy from the original
wave spectra, and the d_storttons depend cnt_calty on the detaded structure of
the wave spectrum, a meamngful enterpretat0on of SAR wave bmage spectra can
be based only, on numerical computations of the exact nonhnear transformation
relations
(4) StaGmg from the we)l tested theory descrtbmg the nont,near malopJng of the
ocean wave scene mid the SAR _mage plane wn,cn _a5 aopheo ,n the Monte
Car!o 50mulat0ons, a closed nonlinear _ntegral expression was derwed for the
transformation of the wave spectrum _nto the SAR ,mage spectrum S_nce Monte
Carlo comoutatuons are too t_me consum,ng to be aoo_ed operationally for tl'_e
analysts of all ERS-1SAR wave mode data (approximately I rmnute computing
t;me per spectrum on a CRAY X-MP), the numerical _mplementat_on of the new
expression should be pursued and tested w0th h_gh pnornty as a possible alter-
natwe for appltcat,on to ERS-1
'14
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(4) The oroblem of the _nverse transformat=on from theSAR _mage spectrum to the
surface wave spectrum has not yet been addr_s_rj Since d_fferent Joackscattering
elements can be mapped on to the same _mage ptxel, the inversion is m general
non-umclue and singular. The reversion problem must therefore ioresumabiy be
treated locally in the form of a perturbation about a given forward
transformation. This implies that the operatson of a wave model, which can
provide the first guess wave field needed as input for the forward
transformation, is an essential pre-requss, te for the extraction of useful wave
reformation from ¢_ARimage spectra The optimal _mplementatlo_ of the
inversion procedure will depend on the form in which the SAR wave data ,s
assimilated mnthe overall wind and wave data assimilation system mndevetopment
for ER$-I. which _sdiscussed further _n the following sec'l:fon.
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6 Data assimilation
As outlined in the introduction, the present study represents a first step towards the
planned implementat=on of a comprehensive wind and wave data ass_m_lat=on system for
ERS-1 A characteristic feature of this system =sthe joint anatys=s of both wind and wave
data, w_th cons=derauon of the cross coupling between wind and wave _nformat=on in the
different ERS-I sensor systems and in the assJmdation procedure itself In this study only a
small sub-set of the questions to be addressed in the implementation of the full system wdl
be considered. In the following sub-section 6 1we d;scuss briefly the general problem of
assimdating wave data _nwave models and the information which can be extracted from
wave data, via a wave modeq, for the w_nd field in Section 5.2 we present a s,mple exampCe
of the improvement in a wave forecast obtained by assamilating SEASAT altimeter wave
height data
6 ! General considerations
In contrast to atmospheric data assimilation, which has a _airty long history
beginning with the introduction of numerical weather prediction, wave modellers
have only recently begun to address the problem of assimilating wave data _nwave
models (of studies by Thomas (1988). Komen (1985), Janssen et al (1988) This is partly
due to the lack of sufficient wave data in the past to significantly affect the wave field
ana!ys_s Here ocean satellites will, of course, radically change the situation But wave
modellers have also not viewed data ass'.milation w_th the same urgency asatmo-
spheric modeUers, since wave forecasting, as oloposed to weather forecasting, _snot
essentially an initial value orobtem, but a boundary value _roblem. the wave field _s
forced by the giver, w_nd field, and the imt_al wave field at some far pasot_me when
the model was first spun up is irrelevant. Wave data _sused not to _mt,alize the wave
field, but simply asa running correction or update of the model s=mulation, in fact. it
could be argued that the mare =nterest _nwave data ass=m_lat_on_snot so much in the
_morovement o= the wave forecast but _n the oDpo_un_ty _t provTdes for am_rowng the
wind field analysis For the wave field is a highly sensitive tndicator of the cluality of
the wind field, as demonstrated m Sections Zand 3.
The difference 4n the nature of wave data assimilation compared w_th s.andard
meteorological data assimilation tecnn_ques carries a number of implications (cf
Hasselmann, 1985):
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(i) The continuous assimilation of wave data during the running of the model creates
no 'dynamical shock' problems. The local update information s,mply propagates
into the forecast in the same way as a change in the external wind forcing.
(ii) If the modified wave field consists pnrnardy of swell (as _nmost regions of the
ocean, cf Section 2), the updated swell will continue to propagate at _tscorrected
value throughout the rest of the forecast: the correction 'sticks' However, if the
wave field represents a windsea, and the (incorrect) wind field responsible for the
wave fietd error is not modified s_muttaneously w_th the wave spectrum, the
updated wave field will rapidly relax back to _tsonginal incorrect state in response
to the uncorrected wind field.
(iii) Wave data is typically incomplete. The model reauires the field of two-dimensional
wave spectra, which are estimated today at only relatively few Iocat_ons w_th
directional buoys ERS-1 will provide data on a global scale, but only in the form of
the altimeter s_gn_ficant wave heights and aztmuthally cltpped, nonlinearly
distorted and 180° ambiguous two-dimensional SAR image spectra. The
assimilation procedure must therefore address the problem of translating this
incomplete information into optimal spectral updates.
(iv) The region of influence of a measurement at a g_ven point cannot be taken as
approximately constant, as in the atmospheric case, but depends strongly on the
type of spectrum and the spectral component. Swell which was generated in a far
distant source may be assooated w_th a regaon of influence of several thousand
kilometers, whde windsea generated by a local intense s_.orm w_ll have a much
smaller characteristic correlation scale of the d_mens,on of the wind field We show
in the following that the proper treatment of this problem automabcally follows
from a consistent coupled wind and wave data assimilation approach.
62 Optimal wave data assimdat_on
The general task of wave da{a ass_mdat_on _sto ootlmally mod,fy the total wave
field P/: O. x. t, pradicted by the model up to the twme t for all oo_nts x on the glo_'al
ocean (or some selected area, mnthe case of regional apphcattons) on the bas_s of a
finite set of measurements l, = ,_)_,F:.i = l .... n
,4- 7
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The data d. can represent single numbers (e.g. H_) or a full SAR spectrum, for
exampte. It will be assumed that the wave data ale a_s_m_iated contmuousiy, so that
we assimilate only wave data g,ven at the time t.
'ODtmmal' implies here that the modified wave field should be consistent both with
the data d, and the dynamica _constraints of the wave model In addition, the wave
field is normally required to satisfy some additional 'aesthetic' quality or plausibihty
criterion, such a_.smoothness or minimal least square deviation from the predicted
wave field. The dynamical model constraant implies that a conssste,_t modification of
the wave field can be achieved only if the wind field (at some earlier penod) is also
m._dified. The quality criterion will therefore be extended to include the requwement
th _t the modification of the wind field should also be kept as small as possible
6.2 1 General formalism
Satellites and conventional wave instruments yield vanous types of wave data
d/Xp, tp) at a given set of measurement _ositions x_ and times tp which are related
to the two-dimens_onal wave spectrum ,_'(x_, tp,,through functzons
^ (6 I)d =DIF)
The goal of wave data assimilation is to modify the wave spectrum F_x#. tW
predicted by the model in such a manner that the wave data error funct_cn
..... , j j (6 2)
t,I
defined w_th respect to some suitably chosen (normally d_agonal) positive defimte
matrix M_;, is minimized, while maintaining the internal dynamical consistency of
the overall wave fie_d.
#%
The latter conditmon requures that the wave spectrum modificat=ons AF should
be reduced through modifications -_u, in the driwng surface stress fietd,
,'t
t t .,'. /63,t ) = :tt' dx'G_x .t x',t')_u,_ th
A
or ._F = Ol_u._
IIII I
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Here G(xp, tp; x '. t 0 represents the (Green function) response of the wave field
to small perturbations of the surface stress field It is assumed in (63) that the wave
field perturbations are small, so that the relation between _.F and ._u. can be
linearized.
In general, the modified stress field will not be uniquely determined by the
condition a,U = minimum. We therefore add an additional constraint: we seek a
modification of the wind stress field which mmum_zes _:u, while at the same t_me
keeping the changes m u. assmall as possible Th_s can be achieved by m_mm_zmg
the net error function (taking now for simplicity diagonal weighting functions wt
and w,)
2 2
= ___w: _,. + d - d.) -,- dr' dx' , '_u.(x',t') _.w,_x',t')
X,t /
_'P p P
with respect to &u., where &_ = D, _Cr(_u., J.
The minimization of _ is to be carried out continuously as a function of t,
equation (6.4) contaimng at any t_me t all measurement points tpwlth tp _ t In
practice, the minimization of c at a given tzme t w_ll be able to benefit from the
previous minimization at time t - ._t, where _t _sthe time _ncrement for the
insertion of new data (in the sampler example considered in the following sub-
sectwon, _t =sthe 20 minute propagation time step of the global wave model)
The full problem of m,nimlzlng,, asgiven by equ (6 4) ,s clearly a form,dable
task. First, the Green function G has to be determined Ths can be avoided by
applying the adjoint technique, whkch is based on _terauve mtegrabons of the
wave transport equation and its adjomt equation (of Thacker and Long, 1988)
Secondly, _ has to be minimized by _,,.;tme_teratton procedure w_th respect to the
fietd u _x. t deloenchng on two space anO one time dimension For a system w_th a
large number of degrees of freedom, this wdl normally require many _terat_ons
S_nce the integration of the adio,nt wave transl3ort equation alone reclu_res a
comloutat=onal effort coml3arabie to the integration of the wave model _tsetf. the
adjoint techmque does not al0pear very promising w_thout _ntroduo ng additional
slmph fications. We shall follow instead the direct approach Gf reverting the wave
transport equation and develop a very simple approximation for G
"_9
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62.2 Approximate treatment of the Green funcbon G
The relation between a perturbation ,')u_of the surface stress field and the
resulting perturbation induced in the v_ave spectrum _sobtained by perturbing the
basic wave model transport equation (of. WAMDIG, 1988)
-- +vV F = S -_ -" = S (65)
at '_ S_l Sd_
where v denotes the group velocity and S,_. -_nl. S_._represent the input, nonhnear
transfer and dissipation source function, respectwely (For s_mplic!ty, we here used
cartesian rather than the spherical coordinates of the global WAM model.)
One obtains
a vV)6F A6F  F,Su. (66)
FJ[3
_)u.
where the linear operator A represents the functional derivative of the nonlinear
source function ,S.._,t= St, t - S,_, excluding the w=nd input term
A = --S )
and the second term on the right-hand s=de represents the derivative of the linear
input source function S_ = _Fw_th resl0ect to u.
The operator A has been discussed in WAMDIG (1988), since ,t arises in the
iml3iicit source function integration scheme usecl _n the WAM model. Because of
t the nonlineari,,y of the source functions S_I and ,S_, it ISin genera_ non-diagonal
"hts =molies that a ;';-functTon perturbation ,'_u ,ntroduced at a given gr_d po=nt and
t_me generates not on Wwave spectrum _}erturbat_ons oropagatmg away from the
disturbance point w_th the=r appropriate group velootJes (as described by the
diagonal propagation operator on the left-hand smdeof equ (6 61), but also a
secondary perturbatton field produced by scattering from the prfmary rays _nto a
continuum of non-focussed secondary rays
This greatly complicates the computation of the Green function. The same
scattering process arises and is properly computed, of course, in the mtegrabon of
"20
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the fully nonlinear wave modet. However, to avoid hawng to carry out a s_mdar
computation to determine the Green function, the matrix operator A may be
simplified by retaining only the diagonal part ,_. The same approximation was
used _n the implicit integration scheme of the WAM model and was shown to be
quite satisfactory for that application. In this case, equ. (66) can be _mmediately
integrated to y_eld the Green function
r, { } I
_ OU, x' fxp• • J t'
where the integraUons with respect to t'and t" represent path integrations along
the individual wave group propagation paths
(6 8)
X' : X _ v'it'-- t)
X" = X' _ ,. It" -- tJ_
terminating inx and x', respectmvely.
An inspect=on of (6 7) reveals that for any gwen spectral component G has a
pronounced maximum at a position along the ray correst_onding to the last point
at wh=ch the wave component receivea a sigmficant input from the wind, i e _n
the trans=tion region from wmdsea to swell. For earlier braes, the fmpact of a
variatmon 6u. is lost through the interact=on wuth the rest of the spectrum,
expressed by the large (wtndsea) value for \. In the swell region, af-t.erthe w_ndsea
has been transformed into a swell component, the exponential damlomg vamshes,
but the wind input factor o_iau, itself also vamshes. The most effect=ve region for
moclifymg a spectral componenT. _stherefore essenttaHy _denbcaL to the 'region of
origin' of the wave component asdefined heunstmcally through the 'wave age' (
(of. Booq and Holthuqsen, 1987}
T_ .: resonable first approximation the Green function may therefore be
represented as a ,S-function:
(6 9)G,x.C.x'.t') = 3tx'- x -,- v'u;_t'- t- _.4
where A = Ark, x, t;is a weighting factor determined by the speed of trans=t=on
from windsea to swell.
;21
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The relatively s_mple structure of the approximate Green funct,on and the
reduction of its effective 'region of clependence' to a geornetrBcaily weii defined,
limited region governed by the wave age suggests further s_mplifications _n the
next steo of determining the A_, field which minimizes a.
6.2.3 t_mplementation
We have established linear relationships between the three sets of data
consisting of the perturbat=Gns of the wind stress field ,_u. -= _p_), perturbations of
the wave spectra 6F =' _a.) and perturbations 6,'_//- di ' = _Dv, of the deviations
between predicted and observed wave data:
= -- _ Pa (610)
El
D _ M (2_
= -- ,,,_ '_,, (6 11)
Cl
where Maa __: represents the Green function (equ 69) and M,. a' _ represents the
s%
derivative of the predicted data ti t with respect to the predicted spectrum F. The
radices of the vectors qba, Dv and l_n run through the entire data set tnvoived _na
given data assimilation cycle, including the spatial and temporal dependence and
the _ndividual components of the fields (eg. the set of spectral components in the
case of wave or SAR tmage spectra, or the two vector components m the case of
the wind stress vector)
In terms of the present notation, the variational problem (6,4) we wish to solve
takes the form
X" w _D D" _2 \" p"
" = _ - "" w .... ] = mtn (612)
• ,1
where
D" = _? - d (6 _3)
represents the deviation between the predicted and observed wave clara for the
unperturbed wave spectra (prior to data assimilatton) and w,). Wv are weighting
factors
"22
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Substituting the linear relations (6 10), (6 11 ) ,nto (6 12) we obtain
, 2
= "x-__w..,- . _,, *w,,___=min
," cl ,1
M,J) = _- 14,2__/,I,
.v • ._. _ (6.15)
The minimum of (6.12) is gfven by the solution of the linear system of equations
where
• n_ = m . .Q. ,'_ w,o _ (6 17)
v
and
C = _" w D ° M '3_
In pract=ce, the min0mum of," may be obtained more rap,oily by apply,ng d,rect
minimization methods (e.g. coniugate gradient techniques, of. Navon and Legler,
1987) to the relatively s=mpie auadrabc form (6 12) rather than solving the system
(6 14)
The solution of the mmlm_zatton proOlem y,elds the entire w,nd stress
correction field 6u,, but the corrected wave field only at points where measure-
ments exist. (The matrix multiplication (6.15) runs over only those radices for wn,ch
M..a _ _ O, ie. only those sl0ectral values which _mpact the data values _'i) To up-
date the entire correctton field for the wave spectrum the Green funct,on reiaLon
(6.10) must 10eapplied for the wave spectra at all grid points.
We note thatthe approach outlinedhere avoidsthe need foran explicit
reversion of the wave spectrum -_ SAR spectrum transformation retat;on The
inversion for SAR wave data isconsidered automatically within the framework of
the complete reversion problem. We note furthermore that the derivative matrix
'2_
.t4va for 5AR image sp_.ctral data was derwed in Section S _nthe course of the
"23
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derivation of the general nonlinear spectral transformation relation for SAR _mage
s_3ectra
Since effective numerical procedures have been developed for minimizing
quadratic forms of the type (6.14) for systems with several thousand degrees of
freedom (of. Navon and Legler, 1986), it appears feasible to implement the
approach outlined here _noperational framework.
"24
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7. Anexampleofaltimeterwavedataa_s,m,lat,onforAuqust, 1978
As a first step towards the development of a complete wind and wave data
assimilation system we have investigated the simpler decoupled problem of ass=m=lat_ng
wave data into the wave model without modifying the wind field. This differs from the
approach of Thomas (1988) and Janssen et al. (1988), who mod Jfy both the wtnd and wave
field. As outlined above, our ultimate goal is to modify only the wind field directly, the
wave field changes being tied to the wind field modifications through the wave model. The
present decoupled study was carried out as a reference to establish the direct impact of the
wave data on to the wave model. It may also be interpreted as an implicit w,nd field modi-
fication exercise in which only the past wind field (which has no influence on the current
wave field development) is altered. The study provides insight into che characterist,c reg,on
of influence of wave measurements, and the typical relaxation time of new reformation
inserted into the model. The assimilated data were the global SEASAT alt,meter wave
height data obta,ned dur=ng the month of August, t 978 This month was chosen as, t
contained relabvely few data gaps.
The data were inserted into the wave model at each prnpagabon t_me step. _• every
forty minutes This corresponds to an orbit segment of about 17,000 kin, or up to 85 data
points separated by 200 km For each wave height data point the model wave spectrum was
modified over a finite set of surrounding model grid points Exper=ments were earned out
with different scales L for the regton of ,nfluence
Within a reg,on of influence, an updated wave spectrum b'n,.,r '/G, was formed by
applying a correction factor c to the pred,cted spectrum Fprec L /. _),,
F,,_,,,,t: O) = cFp,.df/:O) (7 1)
where
( I I 1.5,,bl_ t_.\1_I ) -'
C =
I /'or i._,l)_> I. ,)r IA.\I> L_
and
'25
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c = H'2zC,'H '''''_ (7 3)
Here H_.ait,/lr._ rm>ddenote the altimeter wave height and the interpolated model
wave height at the measurement poant, respectively, and ._, _&,\represent the distances ,n
degrees latitude and long,rude respectively, of the model grid point frond the measurement
point (of. Fig. 7 1) Close to the measurement pom[. c = cmax, and the model spectrum _s
adjusted to reproduce the observed wave he,ght. The correction factor relaxes bi-Iineady to
undty at the edge of t_e rectangular region of influence.
Assimilation expermlent,s were carried out w,th L,_. L.( = 9.9 and 15. 15 degrees.
corresF,onding to 3 x 3 and 5 x 5 grid points in a region of ,nfluence /he best results.
shown unF,gs 7.2 - 7.5, were obta,necl for the case L = 15 Th,s scale _scompatible w,th the
tume-space sampling density of the satellite and ensures that essenbally all points on the
model grid have received significant impact from the alt0meter wave height measurements
wlth0n a 3 day sampling period
To remove sp_n-up effects from the August analysis period, the assimdation run was
started on July 28. the ass_m01atlon run dtself being restarted from the run w0thout
assimdabon begmn0ng July 7, 1978 The GLA surface ,tress field was used as rnput.
Figs 7 2 a - c show the mean wave he,ghts for August. obtained w,th the ass=m,lat_on
run. A comparrson with Figs 2 2 o- 2 4 b and 2.5 bshownng the prewous results for the run
without clata ass=mdation and the sdgn=ficant wave henghts derdved from the SEASAT
altimeter demonstrates the sigmficant 8mprovement achieved through data ass_m01abon
The relaxat=on tame of the ass=mdatton procedure was tested m a further expenment =n
which the assimilation process was sw=tched off _n the m_cidie of the (3-paint) assJmdat=on
run, on AuguSt ! 5 The characteristic relaxation t_me for the global model bias error (the
global mean dev,atton of the model and altimeter wave hetght) ,s of the order of 6 days
(Fig. 7 3b) In this period the error nas grown Pack tO the same magn,tude as ,n the ongmal
h,ndcast wathout data ass_m,,atnon
We note that the characteristic relaxabon times found for the oresent a_s,mmiatton
swatch-off experiment are generady larger than those found t3y Janssen et al (1988) ,n a
s_mdar swJtcl_-off expernment. Th_s,s due to the larger region of ,nfluence chosen nn the
present ass_mJ_atoonscheme If the reg0on of dnfluence _ssmaller than the orb, t spat=no
corresponding to the satellite repeat period (or character,st=c tame scale of weather
patterns, _n the case of wmdsea) only part of the model grid _supdated during the
:26
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ass=_relation procedure The propagation of the non-corrected wave field from the mussed
regions into the neighbouring, corrected wave field regions then degrades the update m
the corrected regions on the relatively short t_me scale of the wave propagation time from
non-updated to updated regions
1989013604-134
Reg;on of influence and correction factor ¢ used in 8itimeter wave he*ght
qlssim_tation experiments.
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Time histories of global daily mean bias deviations of mode! and altimeter
wave height fields for: orig,nal hindcast (cur_e (1)} and two ass_m,lat_on runs
with different regions of influence scales L = 9' (curve (2)), and L = 15'
(curve (3)) (panel (a)), assimilation switche0 off for L = 9' on August 15
(panel (b)).
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8. Conclusions
Our investigations of SEASAT altimeter and SAR wave data using a global wave model
driven by wind fields derived from assimilated scatterometer data have prowded valuable
insight into the quality and appiication of ocean satellite wind and wave data. This SEASAT
exercise is particularly relevant for ERS-1, which will be carrying a s_mdar suite of sensors
We may summarize the princtpal conclusions of this study, which we regard as a first step
towards the development and implementation of a comprehensive w_nd and wave data
assimilation system for ERS-1, as follows:
1:. Wave models represent an excellent data validation tool. providing a sensitive natural
consistency check of wind and wav_. data The shortcommgs of the GLA 6 hourly
averaged surface stress fields derived by data assimilation from scatterometer and
convenhonal m_t_or(_l(_(_ic_l data w_r_ imml_diat_lv r_v#_l_ti .'_vcnn_n_rinn th_
hindcast wave heights with altimeter wave heights Th_s techmque _sparticular
valuable in data sparse regions such as the Southern Ocean, when the altimeter wave
height data may represent the only independent verification of the wind field analys,s
2) A number of further data validabon tests and wave hindcast mtercomparisons wbth
other wind field products suggested that these shortcomings were not d_rectly related
(o the wind field data assimi!at_on method as such. but resu;ted from the t,me
averaging _nvolved mnproduong the stress fields But _t ts also poss,b_e that
mcons, stencies _n the scatterometer atgonthm (Wo_ceshyn et al , 1987: Anderson et al ,
1987) contributed to the d_screpancies. A combination of the data validation
procedures described in Andersonetal (1987),Janssenetal (1988) with those_nthe
present report would prowde a valuable operatmonal system for real time monmtor,ng
of the performance of the wind and wave sensors of ERS-1
3) The direct dss_milation of altimeter wave height data _nwave models has a s6gn_flcant
positive _mpact on the skill of the wave forecast. This appl,es particularly for the swell
fi el d The av_ra.__ me of._J:__:_o.d_q f . _.._, L'.Z_.{__ f _'"
days
4) For wmc_seac, wave data assimilation has little :mpact on the quality of the longer term
w_v_ _'u_o_ unie_ _he wind _ieio is moaifleo _:ogemer wire me wave he_cl By
improving the wind field, this requirement also increases the skill of the weather
forecast and prowdes _mproved air-sea flux fields required for climate research
'_33
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5) The development of a futly interactive wind and wave data assimdation system
represents a formidable task, since wave field errors imply errors m the wind field not
only at the same time level, but also at early levels which can extend back one or two
weeks. A general variational approach for constructing simultaneously opt_mized
wind and wave fields was developed. The rn,3de_ and numerical technlq,_es for
implementing such a system are now largely avaiPable, and it _srecommended that
work in this area mspursued with high priority in order to prowde a viable operational
system in time for the launch of ERS-1. The modification_ of the wind field _nduced by
wave data in such a system would represent a quantitative, constructwe vergon of the
wind and wave data mutual consistency tests surrmarized _n 1) above.
6) _;/_Rwave image spectra normally represent strongly nonlinearly distorted trans-
formations of the wave spectra. Th_s applies for both windsea and swell spectra. SAR
image spectra cannot be usefully interpreted unless supported by comoutatmn_ of the
nonlinear transformation from the wave spectrum to the SAR spectrum. Th_s implies,
_npractice, that SAR wave spectra can be use(] operationally only ,n conjunctton w_th a
realistic (third generation} wave model which can provide a good first guess wave
spectrum This will be available only in an operational forecasting enwronment, i.e. _n
weather forecasting centres.
7) Monte Carlo computations of the nonlinear transformatDon of the wave spectrum into
the SAR _mage spectrum, using the hmdcast wave model spectrum as input, were tn
excellent agreement with the SEASAT $AR spectra for a set of 32 d, Herent scenes. This
indicates that the long debated theory of the SAR =magjng oF a moving ocean wave
surface _snow we_l understood and can be used confidently
8) A new closed e_press_on relating the SAR _mage spectrum tO the surface wave
spectrum was derived. This opens the !0osslbility of computing the nonlinear spectral
transformation directly, without reverting to the pixel-to-pixe I mapping of individual
scene realizations using Monte Carlo s(mulation techn,ques The Monte Carlo
technique suffers from st_Jstlca/sa_ ng erro_ and ,sr_c _.',.'_._r,,_i,lpu ter
time (~ 1 minute CRAY X-MP !0er spectrum) it cannot be used for the routine p, ocess, ng
of the many SAR image spectra generated globally by the ERS-I SAR ,n the wave mode.
Computations of the nonlinear spectral transformation using the newly der_vect
relation were not fr_rla_n....... an_ .....,._"_,' '_not u{_".....,,_uue_ wtn' n the framework of this
study contract, but should be carried out with high priority in a follow-up study to
determine whether this approach has operational potential for ERS-1
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9) Methods need to be developed for inverting the transformation wave spectrum _ SAR
spectrum. This question should be approached wtthin the general context of _mple-
menting a joint w_nd and wave data assimilation system as _,ummar_zed under 5)
above. The goal of such an mteractwe assimilation system _sto modify only the wind
field directly, the wind field mndifications being chosen such that both the w_nd field
and the resultant wave field are optimized with respect to the wind and wave
observations, in this context a SAR _mage spectrum can be treated Jn the same manner
as any other derived wave information, such as altimeter wave heights or one-
dimensional wave spectra. It follows that the inversion of the transformation wave
spectrum --* SAR image spectrum need not be carried out expliotly, the general
inversion procedure being based on iterative correcttons including only forward
transformatsons.
In summary, we have found encouraging results with respect to the potentmal of wave
models for the routine validation of wind and ,Nave data and th# ,_s_;imil_tlnn nf _lrimmr=r
wave data.. 'ost of these could be readily implemented in an o_erattonal system. However,
we have also identified (and in some cases made some progress ,n theoretically resolving) a
number of fundamental _ssuesw_th respect to the simultaneous, mteractmve asslmmlation of
wind and wave data and t_'_ application of SAR wave tmage data These questions w_ll need
to be addressed wuth h_gh priority wtthin the next two years _f ER$-I Jsto reahze the high
expectation placed by the sc_enbfic commun=ty m this satedite
:35
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Tables
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Table 6 _loOal hnear recjresslon analysis between wind velooty fields.
Table7 SAR scenesanalyzed
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GLOBAL DATA ASSIMILATION PROGRAMME FOR AIR-SEA FLUXES
JSO /CCCO Working Group on Air-Sea Fluxes
Summary
The JSC/CCCOWorking Group on Air-Sea Fluxes was formed by the Joant
Scientific Committee (JSC)of the World Climate Research Programme (WCRP)
and the Committee on Climatic Changes and the Ocean (CCCO) to develop a
programme for producing, on a continuous basis, global fields of a_r-sea fluxes
,making J_,e,in particular, of the new data which will become ava,lable w_th the
next generation of ocean satellites. These fields are an essen_:al input for many
climate studies, including the major WCRPICCCO projects TOGA (Trop,cal
Ocean/Global Atmosphere) and WOCE (World Ocean Circulation Experiment)
The goal of the proposed Global Data Assimilation Programme for Air-Sea Fluxes
(GDAP) is to provide continuous, 6 hourly, 1° resolution, global fields of the atr-
sea fluxes of momentum, sensible and latent heat, water= and so!a," .:_nd_nfra-red
radiation beginning 1991.
To achieve this goal, comprehensive data assJm,latlon systems need to be
implemented at operational global weather centres capable of processing the
many dufferent: forms of input data wh0ch enter into to the flux fle!d analysis.
These 0nclude data from oceanographic and meteorological satell_tes, shops,
buoys and the weather _tataon network. It 0sproposed that at least one such data
assimilation system be established in Europe (at the European Centre for
Medium Range Weather Forecasts) and in the US (at the Nat0onal
Meteorological Center). Additional assimilation systems at other weather centres
could usefully augment the programme.
The 1991 target date set for the operational _mplementat,on of the_Y_em at
ECMWF and NMC corresponds to the esbmated staFt of the operat,onal I_ase o_
ERS-1,the first of a senes of planned oceanograph0c satellites Before the
v_ ..... ,,,,_, _,,o_ _,,_ SyS[_m w,il be run nna researcl_ and validation mocle, w,th
no direct interact0on w_th operational analyses and forecasts
11_2
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A number of projects are defined to develop and implement the system wnth_n
this time frame. These lnclud_
- the incorporation of ocean satellite sensor algorithms within the
assimilation system,
- the quasi real-time provision of calibrated physicaJ sensor data from ocean
satellites,
- the extension of existing data quality control systems to _nclude the new
kinds of data available from oceanographic satelJites,
- the inclusion of surface wave data and global wave models a_ (he sensor
algorithms, data assimilation system and flux parametensat_on, and I|
- t._e improvement of assimilation procedures for the insert=on of two-
dimensional surface data into three-d_mens=onal fields
In add0tion to the near real-time data assimilation programme carried out w_thin
the framework of the routine fo,'ecasting operations, provision should be made
through an effective archiving and retrieval system for a possible reanalysas of
the entire input data set at a later time. Although costly, thss could prove to be
desirable after a few years operational experience Jn order to provide a
temporally homogeneous flux data set based on the latest ,mproved algorithms
"_,_ _(_mil._finn _vstems
Proposals are also made for upgrading the ons0tu ocean clata collectIon system In
sltu data are important both as valuable input data and for cal:brat_on purposes.
Organizational measure_ are suggested wh0ch could s,gniflcantly enhance the
quahty and quant,ty of data from these sources.
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1. Goals
The fluxes of momentum, heat, radiation and water at the a_r-sea interface
drive the ocean circulation and determine the coupling between the atmo-
sphere and the ocean. A reliable determination of these flux fields is there-
fore essential for understanding the role of the oceans in climate. The goal
of the Global Data Assimilation Programme (GDAP) is to develop practical
oceanographic satellite data retrieval and appropriate data assimilation
schemes which could be applied routinely in producing op,'imal global air-
sea flux data sets.
This activity has been formally constituted as part of the WMO/ICSU World
Climate Research Programme (WERP) by the Joint Scientific Committee (JSC)
for the WCRP and the Committee cn Climatic Changes and the Ocean
(CCCO),under the gL,idance of the joint JSC/CCCOWorking Group on Air-Sea
Fluxes (WG-ASF members are listed in Appendix 1). This step was taken _n
view of the requirement in the WCRP, especially the WOCE and TOGA
r_rnponents "'-" de_cri L-_..... ,,,, u_u in Section 2. i) for continuous global gndded air-
sea flux fields exploiting the ent,re range of ava,lable _nput data including,
in particular, the new sources of ocean satellite data (e g scatterometer
winds and altJmetric information) that are expected to become ava,lable
operationally in the qext two or three years
Althou£h ocean satellites can provide important data on fields at the sea
surface as input for the flux com_utations, the derivation of valid geophysi-
cal data from the sensor signals of these satellites isnot straightforward
Normally, auxilliary meteorological ur oceanic data are needed. The satellite
data therefore needs to be combined with conventional meteorological and
sea surface data ir a comprehensive data assimilation system. This combi-
nation should be performed within the physical constraints of an atmo-
spheric general circulation model, and the expertise for this activity resides
at the global weather cer,tres.
In addition to ocean satellite data, an _mportant data base for a,r-sea flux
computattons are conventional in situ ocean surface data, which provide a
calibration reference for ocean satellites and meteorological analyses. The
144
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GDAP therefore also includes recommentabons for upgrading the
conventional surface data set obtained from ships, buoys and other sources.
The principal goals of the GDAP may be thus summarized, in accordance
with the terms of reference of the WG-ASF (cfoAppendix 2), as
1. the development and implementation of comprehensive data
assimilation systems for the operational computatton of global aar-sea
flux fields at global weather centres and
2. the upgrading of the in situ air-sea flux data collection system.
1.1 Data assimilation
The data required for computing global air-sea flux fields originates
from a variety of sources (satellites, ships, buoys, weather stations) with
widely differing characteristics regarding coverage, _ampling density,
accuracy and type of variable measured. The reconstruction from these
data of optimally estimated flux fields which are dynamically consistent
with the overall atmospheric circulation requires the application of a
sophisticated data assimilation system based on a high resolutaon
global atmospheric model. In view of the known impact of sea state on
the microwave sensor signals of oceanographic satel;ites, and also on
the air-sea transfer processes themselves, it is furthermore desirable to
incorporate wave data and a global wave model with0n the
assimilation system.
The data assimilation requirements for climate research and opera-
tional weather and wave forecasting are essentaal _denbcal It there-
fore appears logical to develop a s_ngle comprehensive data assimila-
tion system for both applications. Fig. 1 (from Hasselmann, 19851shows
an outline of the proposed structure of such a data assimilataon system
in relation to the ocean satellite rece0ving stations and off-line data
processing and archiving facilities. The plan foresees two maan
extensnons of existing operational data assimilation systems, the
incorporation of the sensor algorithms within the data ass_m01ation
system and the inclusion of a global wave model (GWM).
145
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A quasi real-time, operational data assimilation system offers a number
of advantages:
- The system can provide sophisticated continuous data quality
control, with the possibility of _mmediate feedback to operational
centres of satellites or other data collection systems if data errors
are detected Experience _ws that a comprehensive data
assimilation system encompassing a diverse data set is significantly
more effective in detecting subtle errors in individual system
components than quick-look testing of separate sub-systems
- The system can provide continuous statistical evaluation of the
performance of satellite sensor algorithms, again offering a rapid
feedback if algorithm improvements are needed.
- The assimilation system can be applied during measurement
campaigns, e.g. in the initial calibration and validation phase of a
s_te!!ite, yie!ding data which can be fed bacl_ in q,ja_,l r_al-t,m@
into the campaign operation, h, this way it is po,sible to
continually monitor the performance of the satellite or other
measurement systems dunng the campaign.
- More efficient satellite sensor algorithms can be developed which
make use of first guess wind and wave fields prov,ded by the
models. This is particularly important _f the cross coupling of
different sensor signals (e.g wind and waves) is to be properly
incorporated in the algorithms.
- Since the analysis system is designed to cope with the complete
data flux in quac _real-time, _t must process the data at least at the
same rate as it is produced. This avo_dsone of the recurrent
problems of off-line processing systems: a continuously _ncreas,ng
processing delay, or, as the only alternative, the restr,ct_on of the
data analys,s to I_mited time penods.
Although a quasi real-time data assimilation system clearly has
considerable advantages, a basic shortcoming of an operat,onal system
is that the homogeneity of the data set is endangered through
147
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inevitable changes in the analysis procedure as _mproved asstmilation
systems and sensor algorithms are developed. For applications in which
data homogeneity is essential, it may therefore be desirable to
reanalyze the entire past data set with the latest assimilation system.
Thus, although the major thrust of the GDAP is directed to an
operational system, the option of a later re-analysis should be kept
open. This requires the establishment of efficient archiving and
retrieval mechanisms for all input data. A re-analysis would clearly be a
costly undertaking, but this may appear less forbidding when more
powerful computers become available later in the programme.
The programme required to develop and implement a comprehensive
air-sea flux data assimilation system is extensive and can be carried
through successfully only with wide international collaboration. For
this reason it is proposed that efforts should be concentrated on the
implementation of assimilation systems at the two major global
forecasting centres supported by larger scientific communities, namely
the European Centre for Medium Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF)
and the US National Meteorological Center (NMC). However, efforts by
individual nations to develop similar systems at their national weather
centres should also be encouraged, since the intercomparison of
different products from several centres will provide a broader base for
assessing the reliability of the methods.
1.2 In situddta
The second task of the Working Group _sto recommend and initiate
measures to improve the data base of _nsitu reference measurements
which are needed for the validation of flux estimates inferred from
satellite data or derived from global meteorological analysas. The
Working Group considers that implementatson of improvements _nthe
quality, and efficiency of utilization, of existing measurement
programmes would significantly upgrade the available data base.
However, where there are potential deficiencies these must be
identified and, where necessary, the initiation of new soent_fic field
programmes to produce in situ reference measurements should be
encouraged.
148
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The operational in situ systems, which include moored and drifiting
buoys, the Voluntary Observing Ships (VOS), and island and land
meteorological stations, are the responsibility of the World Weather
Watch (W_n_/) of WMO. Recognizing that it is of primary importance
that the in situ observational systems required for _nitialization of the
atmospheric GCMs be continued, and where possible, improved, the
Working Group strongly supports actions aimed at fulfilling the WCRP
requirements for WWW systems as defined in the First WCRP
Implementation Plan (WMO, 1985).
A specific Working Group project, described in Section 4.12, w_il
identify data from previous scientific field programmes suitable for use
in verifying the model derived surface fields. The project will also assess
the quality of avai'.able in situ data, and determine any additional
quality control procedureswhich may be required. The results will
enable the Working Group to assessthe need for further research field
experiments, and the degree to which, with improvements, the
existing operational in situ data can be used for verification purposes.
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3. Overview of Work Plan
The work plan of the GDAP may be divided into two stages:
- a preparatory phase, from 1988 until 1990, and
- a full implementation phase, from 1991 onwards.
3.1 Preparatory phase, 1988- 1990
During this phase a series of investigations need to be carried out on
methods of assimilating data from different sources, addressing _n
particular the new forms of data which will become available from
oceanographic satellites. Methods of assimilating single level data (i e
surface data) will require special attention. Other questions which
need to be addressed include the dependence of the numerical
satellite sensor algorithms on the assimilation scheme, the incorpo-
ration of the algorithms within the assimilation system itself and the
interdependence of wind and wave data in both the sensor algonthms
and the assimilation scheme.
Alternative flux parameterisations need to be tested with regard to
their impact on oceanographic models (tropical and global ocean
circulation mode!s and surface wave models). The appropriate
numerical experiments will be carried out in collaboratton with the
WOCE and TOGA Numerical Experimentation Groups and the Wave
Modelling Group (WAM).
In preparatmon for a possible later reana!ysis project (see Section 4.13t,
investigations will also need to be carried out on different methods of
reconstructing improved surface flux fields from past data, including
techniques which do not necessarily requtre the full data assimilation
cycle.
In addition, work will continue on a number of projects initiated
before the begin of the preparatory phase of the present programme.
These include:
150
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- An ECMWF project requested by the TOGA Scientific Steering
Group to compute all air-sea flux fields beginning 01.01. 1985,
applying the present data analysis schemes of ECMWF to the
Centre's archived data set (see also Section 2.2 and Appendix III).
- A joint WAM-ECMWF project for the development and testing of
an ocean satellite data assimilation and quality control system
using SEASAT altimeter, scatterometer and SAR data in
conjunction with conventional meteorological data.
3.2 Full implementation phase, 1991 onwards
At the end of the preparatory phase, continuous, operational data
assimilation systems should be implemented at ECMWF, NMC and
possibly other centres. The assimilation schemes should provide
6-hourly flux fields at the resolution of the then operational global
forecast models (~ 1° x 1°).The assimilation scheme should encompass
all relevant oceanograpmc macTowave sensor aata, incJuding bo_h
wind and wave information, and should also include the ocean satellite
sensor algorithms. The full operational phase will be preceded by a test
phase which could coincide with the calibration/validation phase of
ERS-1.
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APPENDIX IV
Table 1: Time Table for Global Data Assimilation Programme
for Air/Sea Fluxes
Preparatory Phase Full Implementation
Phase
no. project 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993
4.1 data
archival minor modi-
fication of
data sets Operational
archival implementation
specifica-
tions:
de_iniLion
of wave data
subsets
4,2 Scattero- Development of
meter aIQorithm Operational
data suitable for implementation
data
assimilation,
incorporation
of aIQorithm in
assimilation
system
ITest of system
against SEASAT
and synthetic
data
4.3 Coupled IDevelopment
wind and of coupled
wave ' algorithms
sensor for scattero- Operational
algo- m ter, SAR implementation.
rithms land altimeter improvement of
algorithms
Test againstSEASAT data
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4.4 Wave IDevelopment of methods
data ifor assimilating SAR
assimi- laltimeter and buoy
lation iwave data in wavemodels Operational
implementation
Test of I
techniques I
using ISEASAT data
Pre-operational
test in global
wave model
control of techniques implementation
for new
.ocean
satellite iTest against
and sur- SEASAT and
f c data existin sur-
Iface data
4.6 Imple- IPre-operational _ Operational imple-menta implem ntation ment of agr ed
tion of upon parameteriza-
wave dependent tion
flux parameteri-
zations
(in particular
surface stress
and energy flux)
4.7 Improve Test alternative flux
sensible parameterisations
and (WGNE project and
latent (operational
heat and diagnostic)
fresh (see also project 3.9_ Operational imple-
water flux ment_tion of agreed
parameterisations upon flux parameter-
(atmospheric izatio_s for
model experiments) sensible and latent
heat and fresh water
f_ux.
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4.8 Assessment IComparison _ Operational imple-
of opera- Jwith results mentation of agreed
tional model I°f JSC radia- upon radiation fluxradiation tion flux parameterlsation
flux Igroup
computations
4.9 Assess- INumerical model experi- Further numerical
ment Iments to contribute to experiments for
of air- J(1). (2) and (3) general TOGA and WOCE
sea I(TOGA and WOCE-NEGs) objectives (indirect
fluxes quality control)
in ocean
circulation
experiments
4.10 Assess- jQuasi-operational Continual operational
ment lquality control as quality controlof contributi to (1)
stress
parameterisation
in global
wave mude]$
4.11Compu- Improvement of SST com-
ration putations usin_ _ Operational imple-of SST improved satel ire sen- l mentation of re-
sor algorithms and oceanl commendation SST
model data assimilation J analysis method
techniques I
4.12 In IUpgrading of in situ /_ Implementation of
situ Idata collection system upgraded in situda a data system
4.13 Reana- IAssessment of homogeneity of operational flux
lysis computations
project
6a 6b
_: Decision points
Recommended procedures to be used in operational
implementation phase:
Momentum (stress) and (mixing) energj flux
154
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L_ Sensible heat, latent and fresh water flux
Solar and infra-red radiation
/_ SST cumputations
/_ in situ data collection and quality control
system
L_,. _ Possible begin of flux reanalysis projects
(start of project and perlod of past data to be
analysed to be decided later depending on
experience with real-time operational system).
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